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CHAPTER I 

THE TRUTH HISTOBX DOES MVS TELL 

Fascinated by the past, authors in all ages, from Homer 

to William Styron, have experimented with fiction based on 

history* Some, employing only a few known facts, have in-

voked imagination to provide the details that history does 

not record, A few, among the® Kenneth Roberts, have used 

history as the basis for a fictional expression of universal 

experience, Novels containing a combination of historical 

fact and fiction have long been a popular segment of American 

fiction. From 1895 until 1902, this popularity climaxed in 

an worgy of historical romance,* as Harlan Hatcher indicates 

in "The New Vogue of Historical Fiction.Reinforcing his 

Judgment, Alice P. Hackett in Fifty Iears of Best Sellers 

1895-19^5 lists the following at the turn of the century» 

David Harum (1899) by Edward N, Wescott, Eiohard Carvel (1899) 

by Winston Churchill, Janice Meredith (1899) by Paul Leicester 

Ford, When Knighthood was in Flower (1900) by Charles Major, 

Alice 2t €&d Vlncennes (1900) by Maurice Thompson, The Crisis 

(1901) by Winston Churchill, and The Virginian (1902) by Owen 

%arlan Hatcher, "The New Vogue of Historical Fiction," 
Journal, XXVI (December, 1957)» 776, 



Mister,2 After 1902, Hatcher notes, interest in the past was 

superseded by concern for current problems« Healism became 

important in fiction* and not until after the depression# or 

perhaps during it, did readers renew their interest in his-

torical novels#3 To explain the return to historical flotlon, 

Sdward Wagenknecht points out that after the depression people 

sought relief in a more glorious past from what seemed a present 

national failure,^ They comprised "an audience ripe for novels 

about a past so little known to them, and so far removed from 

depressed America*w5 

Revived interest in historical fiotion brought an altered 

attitude} readers no longer desired only entertainment, Per-

haps Americans were searching for the cause of their current 

woes, or perhaps they were discovering similar failings and 

hardships in the past. People in American Revolutionary times 

had experienced chaos just as Americans did during and after 

World War Whatever their motives, readers demanded a new 

approach. A roaantio treatment of an historical event no longer 

satisfied a people who had discovered that war had little of 

the romantic about it* In altering their fictional treatment 

of history, novelists "imposed upon themselves some responsi-

bility for greater fidelity to psychological truth and more 

2Alice Payne Hackett, Fifty lears of Best Sellers 1695-
19»5 (New York, 19^5)» PP. 15-18. 

3fl[&tcher# p, 776. 

^Edward Wagenkneont, Cavalcade of the Amerloan Hovel (Mew 
York, 1952), p. k25, 

^Hatcher, p. 77?. 6Ibid., p. 779. 



scientific documentation of material to guarantee historical 

acouracy."7 Even though both the later and the earlier fiction 

portrayed the same periods—colonial and revolutionary times, 

the Old South and trie Civil ,*ar, and the Golden West--realism 

had replaced romanticism.® 

Kenneth Koberts was a principal initiator of realistic 

historical fiction. By 193^» Howard Hewitt was predicting a 

return of the golden period of historical novels, He listed 

Arundel (1929) and The Lively Lady (1931) by Hoberts as rea-

sons for his foreoast,9 Three years later, basing his esti-

mate on the popularity of Margaret Mitchell's Gone with the 

Wind (1936) and Kenneth Roberts* Northwest -passage (193?)» 

Harlan Hatcher felt that historical novels were again reaching 

the summit of their popularity.10 

One attraction of historical novels is the re-creation 

of a past which would otherwise be a misty blur. Herbert A. 

Butterfield in The Historical Novel summarizes this feature 

of historical fictions 

The real justification of trie novel as a way of 
dealing with the past, fslc,] is that it brings home to 
readers the fact that there is such a thing as a world 
of the past to tell tales about—an arena of vivid and 
momentous life, in which men and women were flesh and 

7Ibid.. p. ?78. 

8Ibld.. pp. 776-???. 

9'Howard Hewitt, "An Historical Bevival, " Publishers* Weekly. 
0XXV (June 9, 193*0, 2137. 

10Hatcher, p. 775. 



blood, their sorrows and hopes and adventures real as 
ours, and their moment as preolous as our moment. The 
power of the novel la that It can give to people the 
feeling for history, the consciousness that this world 
is an old world that can tall many stories of lost years, 
the sense that the present age is the last of a trail 
of centuries. It makes history a kind of extension of 
our personal experience, and not merely an addition to 
the sum of our knowledge.H 

An historical novelist, to achieve this immediacy of the past, 

must project himself into history and write from his charac-

ters* point of view. He can allow himself no more knowledge 

than his characters would have,12 The process, for the author, 

becomes one of ridding himself of subsequent opinions and of 

learning to identify and think with his individual character. 

Merely depicting an historical period with factual accu-

racy alone does not make a novel, The writer must strive also 

for literary excellence, Including not only an interesting 

plot but living, credible characters, meaningful themes, and 

a vigorous style, Arthur Tourtellot compares the historical 

novel, a cross between history and fiction, to opera, a cross 

between drama and music,^3 To mix history and fiction may 

make the past seem more immediate, but a novelist must do more# 

If a writer like Kenneth Eoberts has in addition to 
a zeal for painstaking research an unquestionable ability 

^Herbert Butterfield, The historical Hovel (Cambridge, 
England, 1924), pp. 95-96, 

-^Arthur Bemon Tourtellot, "History and the Historical 
Hovel," Saturday Eevlew of Literature. XXII (August 2k, 19*f0), 

13Xbld,. p. 3, 



to manipulate plot, to handle characterization, skillfullyt 
and to sustain suspense, he Is much better off, and so 
are his novels,1^ 

Ideally the hlstorioal novel should embody both historical ac-

curacy and literary excellence# 

In "Novelists and/or Historians," John Farrar divides 

hlstorioal fiction into three categoriesi historical novels, 

period novels, and historical romances. In the hlstorioal 

novel, character motivation and reactions taife precedence over 

the historical setting. The period novel reflects an interest 

in detailed sociological background of a certain time and 

place in history. The historical romance subordinates setting 

and character to ploti adventure and suspense become the chief 

elements,^5 While opinions may differ as to which novels of 

history fit into which of these categories, the three Indi-

cate differing emphases in the fictional treatment of historical 

material. Although Kenneth Roberts has usually been classi-

fied only as a writer of historical romances, in reality the 

author merits recognition as a major American novelist. His 

novels, always noted for their factually accurate historical 

backgrounds, should be reevaluated on the basis of his fic-

tional technique—his universal themes, his vigorous hlstorioal 

and fictional characters, his thrilling plots, and his vivid 

portrayals of history. Careful analysis discloses that 

^Ibld. 

•̂5John Farrar, "Novelists and/or Historians," Saturday 
Review of Literature. XXVIII (February 1?, 19^5), ? T 
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Hoberts has combined the major qualities of the three kinds 

of historical fiction, 

Roberta had his personal concept of good historical 

fiction. He found that history books generally omitted the 

details necessary for fully understanding certain past events, 

Instead of using his imagination to provide such details, he 

insisted upon facts, While preparing to write Northwest 

i, for example, he discovered that historians believed 

the transcript of the co«rt»aartlal proceedings against itobert 

Bogers to be nonexistent. Befusing to accept this opinion, 

Boberts had his research assistant sift through Sngllsh records 

of the period until she finally located a copy in the Colonial 

Office repository in Canterbury.16 For Arundel he retraced 

Arnold*s route to Quebec and gathered nearly a railroad car 

full of diaries, letters, biographies, and histories of Maine 

towns and of the Abenaki Indians.1? For Roberts, such factual 

material enabled an astute novelist to reconstruct a truth 

that neither history nor fiction alone could demonstrate. 

Because the facts he uncovered often altered the tradi-

tional concept of historical figures or ©vents, fioberts has 

gained a reputation as a revisionist of history, Martin 

Bertram comments on this aspect of Roberts * worki 

i^ciara Claasen, "Literary Detective Work in Kenneth 
Roberts* Novels,* Kenneth Hobertsi An American Novelist 
(Garden City, lew York, 1938)» P« 18* 

1?Ibld.. p. 17. 
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His revisionist Impulses are aroused chiefly "by the lost 
causes that are burled in footnotes* the valor of the 
forgotten dead, the aonu&ents that were never raised, 
tne courts martial that should have been held, and the 
nista^es that are Ignored or glossed over, 3.8 

Els tendency to reanalyze and reevaluate history grew out of 

his desire to tell the whole truth about certain historical 

figures and events, 

Basic to understanding Hoberts* purpose in the novels is 

his concept of history, summarized by John, a, i-icftanic i 

Roberts has a theory of history which Is epic In scope, 
and yet under his talented hand comes down to the ulti-
mate Individual. It is the history of this continent as 
you or you or you could have lived it had you been a man 
of action in those early stirring days,19 

Hoberts * concern for what would have happened to him or to some 

member of hie family living during the American revolution 

snakes the reader identify, if not with the main charaoter or 

narrator, at least with the tiiaes. delating the historical 

event from an individual's viewpoint, Xioberts sees the pattern 

of the past as frequently "the story of a great man surrounded 

by traducers," like that of Robert iiogers or Benedlot Arnold.20 

Often noting parallels to his own time, he points to history as 

both warning and encouragement for the present! 

2-%artln Bertram, "The hovels of America's rast,w unpub*-
11shed doctoral dissertation. School of Arts and Sciences, 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1953• P* 113* 

^John McManlc, Detroit flews. as quoted in ilenneth 
Hobertst An American Novelist (Garden City, i-lew Xork, 193®)# 
P. 3?« 

^Bertram, p. 11. 
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The people and the problems of the past were much Ilk© 
those of the present# and • # » the present generation 
instead of sighing over vanished glory must study it-
self and meet its obligations with courage and realism. 1 

Roberts* novels are more than storiesj they are imaginative 

interpretations of history. 

Roberts' works have been generally overlooked by students 

of American fiction, and only in studies concerned specifically 

with historioal novels does he receive any major consideration. 

Though all critics give him credit for carefully accurate re-

search, most overlook the literary quality of his novels. 

For example, Martin Bertram, in "The I-lovels of America's 

jrast," discusses four historical novelists—James Boyd, Walter 

D. Edmonds, Howard Past, and Ilenneth Hoberts. lie proposes 

to treat six areas--plot characters, motivation, choices 

made by characters, the picture of an historical period, and 

the relationship between the characters and the times,22 But 

in the section devoted to Hoberts, the emphasis is primarily 

on interpretative summaries and detailed characterizations of 

Benedict Arnold and Eobert logers. Little attention is di-

rected to fioberts* fictional technique, 

The only scholarly work dealing solely with an exami-

nation of Roberts' fiction is John Ira Hitch's dissertation, 

"Prom History to Fictions Kenneth fioberts as an Historical 

novelist,H Primarily concerned with the accuracy of Hoberts* 

21Ibld., p. lit. 22Ibld.. p. iv• 



historical accounts, Kltch dwells on the weaknesses of Bobarts* 

fictional technique arid minimizes the author's strengths as a 

novelist. Even though his approach la somewhat negative, he 

admits that Roberts* fiction is "vital and moving."23 

Two pamphlets published by Doubleday, Doran and Company 

represent the typical informal approach to Roberts as an his-

torical novelist. In Kenneth riobertai An &aerlQ.an novelist* 

the first essay, "A Biographical Sketch of Kenneth xtoberts," 

gives merely a brief account of Roberts* life and a short ap-

praisal of the author as a reporter and novelist.2^ Mm A&es 

Williams, a close friend of Hoberts, discusses their relation-

ship in an article entitled "Kenneth Roberts.* But Williams 

also evaluates the novel1st*s work after his first ten years 

of historical writingi 

The result of this emphasis on the extent and ac-
curacy of Mr# Roberts* historical research has been to 
becloud his merits as a novelist. It is conceivable 
that any first-rate reporter could have put together an 
account of the expedition against Quebec as coiapl«te and 
as accurate as that In Arundelt but only a first-rate 
novelist could have written the book which Mr, Roberts 
wrote about that expedition. If it were not so easy to 
say that Mr. Roberts Is a profound student and a great 
historian, it would have been dear long ago that he is 
also a novelist whose stature and whose capacities are 
steadily increasing.25 

*"3john Ira Hitch, "From History to Fiction i Kenneth 
Roberts as an Historical Novelist,* unpublished doctoral 
dissertation, School of Arts and Sciences, University of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, 1965, p. 10^, 

2**"A Biographical Sketch of Kenneth •Roberts,*' Kenneth 
Egbertsi MR American Novelist (Garden City, Wew York, 1938), 
PP. 3-6. 

25Ben Ames Williams, "Kenneth Eoberts,* Kenneth fioberts 1 
Ml Aisg.r.A,..̂an Novelist (Garden City, New iork, 1938)* p. §'. 
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Perhaps the most important contribution in this pamphlet, 

however, remains Clara Claasen'3 "Literary Detective Work 

in Kenneth Boberts* Novels,* in which she describes noberts' 

search for factual details and his retracing of Arnold's 

marches* Two brief articles, representative of those critics 

who label Hoberts* novels as books for young people only# 

discuss methods used by teachers presenting the author's 

work In the classroom. The articles in this pamphlet pro-

vide an insight into Hoberts' method of writing and Indicate 

interest in his work by his contemporaries. 

A second pamphlet, Kenneth Hobertsi A Biographical 

Sketch, is important primarily for Ghilson H, Leonard's 

article, "An Informal Study of America's Best Historical 

N o v e l i s t , " ^ Leonard reproduces excerpts from Hoberts* 

letters justifying the author's attitude toward Benedict 

Arnold and includes a portion of the source material for 

Babble in Arms* This essay, while providing details of 

Roberts' research, also reveals much of his attitude toward 

history. 

One of the most valuable sources for information about 

Hoberts is the September, 1962, issue of the Colby Library 

Quarterly, in which A, Hamilton Gibbs, a close friend and 

fellow author, pays Hoberts a personal tribute and illustrates 

his concern for other novelistsi 

2^Chilson H, Leonard, "An Informal Study of America' 
Best Historical Novelist," Kenneth hoberts> A Biographical 
Sketch (Garden City, New York, 1936), pp. 5-lb. 
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Very early In the game It became evident that to 
you more than to me, because of our different approach, 
and therefore temperaments, time was always of the essence, 
let never before, or since, have 1 met any man readier 
than you to give of your precious time to laboring over 
another man's manuscript, In which he had mysteriously 
bogged down, and come up with the magic word that sent 
him back rejoicing to his typewriter.2? 

After reviewing Roberts* "ephemeral books" first written as 

reports for the Saturday Evening ffost and later published as 

separate volumes, Herbert Faulkner West then concentrates on 

Hoberts' historical novels Instead of on the novelist. After 

analyzing each, West concludes that they contain not only accu-

racy of detail but also a "gusto, a vigor of style and exuberance' 

which distinguish the author as a novelist.28 

Studies dealing generally with historical fiction likewise 

evaluate Eoberts merely as a re-creator of past events and times 

rather than as a novelist. In The American Historical flovel« 

Ernest Lelsy places Hoberts in "the forefront of our historical 

novelists" and says his novels set "a new standard in historical 

fiction . . . , one that does not attempt to soothe national 

pride,"29 But George Snell in The Shakers of American Fiction 

1798-19^7. while presenting a favorable discussion of the 

novels individually, generally classifies Hoberts* fiction 

2?A. Hamilton Glbbs, "Letter to a Friend," Colby Library 
Quarterly. VI {September, 1962), 84. 

2®Herbert Faulkner West, "The Works of Kenneth Hoberts," 
Colby Library Quarterly. VI (September, 1962), 93. 

29firaest Leisy, The American Historical Hovel (Norman, 
Oklahoma, 1950), pp. 52. W 7 
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and other historical fiction as the "stuff of which Hollywood 

fables are made*"30 in contrast, waiter Hideout, though ques-

tioning Roberts* final judgment of Benedict Arnold, defends 

the novelist's right to interpret as long as he keeps within 

the facts*31 Explaining the renewed interest in historical 

fiction, Edward W'agenJmecht, in the Cavalcade of the American 

Hovel, praises Roberts for his insistence on facts#32 In 

addition to accurate details, however, Arthur B. Tourtellot 

demands literary excellence in historical fiction and commends 

Hoberts for his ability to handle plot.33 On the other hand, 

John Farrar, noting Hoberts* emphasis on action, classifies 

his novels as historical romances. 3** Merely by discussing 

Kenneth Hoberts, though, each of these critics indicates that 

the novelist cannot be Ignored in any evaluation of historical 

fiction. The question does remain Just exactly what position 

In American fiction Hoberts should ocoupy. Should he be dis-

missed as a writer of adventure stories, or does he merit 

serious attention as an American novelist? 

Although these sources offer some material about Hoberts* 

life and discuss his works generally, they contain little 

3^George Snell, Simpers of American Fiction (New Xork, 
1961), p. 31« 

31walter Rldeout, The Radical Novel in the United States 
1900-1954 (Cambridge, 195^), p. 281. 

32Wagenknecht, PP. 425-^32. 33Tourtellot, pp. 3 - 4 , 

3^Farrar, pp. 7-8. 
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detailed, analysis of individual novels, A hat examination has 

been made is informal in nature. The September, 1962, issue 

of the Colby Library quarterly was a tribute to hoberts five 

years after M s death, Martially because of the number of 

writers it evaluates, Bertram's dissertation focuses on the 

content of the novels, Hitch's dissertation concentrates on 

Roberts1 research and his limitations as an historical novelist. 

In general studies of American fiction, Hoberts is treated only 

briefly. Throughout most of what has been written about the 

author, the tendency is to praise his use of accurate details 

and to dismiss matters of style and fictional technique with 

the comment that he handles plot well. 

Even though critics have not yet recognized Hoberts as a 

major American novelist, the continuing popularity of his works 

indicates that readers see merit in his fiction# In "Books 

and Best-Sellers,w ir hi lip Stern concludes that •'the bast seller 

is closely allied with the forces that are shaping our age,*35 

Perhaps Roberts* readers also realize that the author is con-

cerned with these forces as well as those which had influenced 

the past, fiussell Doubleday of Doubleday, Doran, and Company, 

Roberts* publishers, notes in a publisher's footnote in Cowpens« 

yhe Great Horale Builder that Roberts was disappointed with the 

sales of his four chronicles of Arundel, However, Doubleday 

points out that in 193^, five years after the first appeared, 

3Philip fan Doren Stern, "Books and Best Sellers," Virginia 
fieview, XVIII (Winter-Autuim, 19^2}» 5^» 
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all four had been published In England and Germany and had 

been printed In Braille by order of the Library of Congress, 

In the United States alone, they had sold a total of 102,000 

c o p i e s , 3 6 Even though none of the four chronicles of Arundel— 

Arundel. Rabble In Arms. Captain Caution* and The Lively lady--

was a best seller. Alio© r, Hackett lists Roberts * next two 

works in Fifty Iears of Best Sellers, Northwest iPagsafaie (193?) 

appears on both the 193? and 1938 beat seller lists 1 Oliver 

tfiswell (1940), on both the 1940 and 1941 l i s t s . 3 ? Frank L. 

Mott calls these two books "better sellers" but does not In-

clude them among best s e l l e r s , 3 ® Attributing part of Hoberts* 

popularity to Book-of-the-Honth Club sales, Charles Lee sug-

gests that "Kenneth Roberts made his first major impact on 

United States readers with Club c h o i c e s . " 3 9 Lee records that 

after the Club seleotion of xiorthwest rassaae. sales of xioberts* 

first four books increased, by 1949, his novels had the fol-

lowing sales recordst Arundel (89,531), The Lively Lady 

(49,762), Babble in Arms (91.080), Captain Caution (62,918), 

Northwest jeassâ e (318,222), Oliver wlswell (30?, 534), and 

• ^ K e n n e t h Roberta, Cowaens > The Great Moral® Builder 
(1957). P. 193. 

3?Hackett, pp. 75, ??» 81, 83. 

3 8 F r a n k Luther Mott, Golden Multitudes« The Story of 
Best Sellers in tî e united States (New York. 1947), pp. 327-
32C 

39charles Lee, The Hidden i'ubllc: The Story of the Book-
p.f-thg-^o^th Club (Garden City, Wew lork, 193$T»P* I W T 
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i«ydla Bailey (220,^68). Oliver W1swell was not submitted to 

any book club, but Lard la Bailey (19k?) was adopted by the 

Literary Guild and later offered as a dividend by the Book* 

of-the-Month Club.**0 Just recently Fawcett jrabli oat ions has 

completed publishing paperback editions of all Roberts * his-

torioal novels, rerha^s they will once again become best 

sellers. 

Figures can indicate the popularity of rioberts* booics, 

but numbers cannot measure literary excellence, Foremost in 

any evaluation of Hoberts * novels is his ability to tell a 

story, broad in sco*<e but individual in viewpoint, Merely 

saying that Hoberts can handle plot well does not suggest 

the regret a reader feels when forced to lay aside a novel 

liKe Arundel. Nor does it imply his emotional exhaustion 

when he concludes Babble 1$ Arms, which so involves the reader 

with the past that he experiences what the characters do* To 

accomplish this Intimate relationship between reader and char-

acters, Hoberts has developed a literary style full of "gusto" 

and "exuberance,Through fast-moving episodes, detailed 

description, dynamic characters, and vibrant humor, he re-

creates early American history. In his fictional adaptation 

of historical events and characters, Hoberts relies on factual 

knowledge but never forgets the distinction between fact and 

4°Xbld.. p. 210. 

^Wllli&ias, pp, 8-9* 
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"truth." H© defines the task of the novelist as conveying 

"truth" through flotion which Is based on facts 

Historians have a great advantage over a novelist 
in that they can state a supposed fact without explain-
ing it. A novelist, using the same fact, must explain 
It in order to make it olear to the reader.^2 

Out of his desire to discover and express universal truth 

grow the themes he writes about—the futility of war, the 

existence in every age of men who deny change, the recur-

rent betrayal of the great man by petty men, and the forgotten 

courage of the common man. "The skillful articulation of these 

themes through Hoberta* fictional technique constitutes the 

literary excellence of his novels. 

Since Roberts has not received the recognition his ar-

tistry merits, his novels should be reevaluated in the light 

of their literary excellence. His themes, important in all 

ages| his characters, alive and vigorousj his plots, exciting 

and meaningfuli and his re-creation of history, vivid and ad-

venturous—all must be analyzed for an adequate appraisal of 

Koberts as a novelist. In addition to his skill in the re-

production of past times m-A crents, Roberts* fictional 

technique deserves major consideration by students of American 

fiction. The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate Boberts' 

transmutation of American history into living literature. 

This examination will cover the following novels * Arundel 

<1929)» Thg, Lively Lady (1931). Rabble, in Arms (1933). Captain 

^2&enneth Hoberts, J. Wanted to Write (Garden City, New 
Xork, 19^95. P. 186. 
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Caution (193^51 Ho-thwg?,t Zasmxe (1937)# Oliver viiswell 

(19'40), and L.ydla Sallc.y ( 1 9 W . Roberts• Boon Island (1956) 

will not be considered since, as Herbert Fauifcner t-iest Indi-

cates, It seems to "be a "failure if judged by the magnificent 

qualities of hi# earlier books»w^3 The novels will not be 

arranged In the order of publication but will be grouped ac-

cord in-- to the historical periods covered* Northwest rassa^.e, 

Arundel, and Rabble l.n Arqs depict fche French and Indian -dax 

and the Ansrlcan Revolution. Oliver Wlswell presents the 

loyalist view of the American .devolution, As a transition 

between the devolution and the >.Tar of 1812, Lfydla Bailey 

portrays the battles in Haiti against tine French and the con-

flict- between the United States and the Barbary pirates* 

Finally, The Lively Lady and Captain Caution are set against 

a background of the Mar of 1812* , Although this organization 

is a logical one for any study of iiobertsf novels» it Is 

partlcularly appropriate for a discussion of fictional tech-

nique, since the works ars also listed in the order of their 

literary eycellcnce. 

To comprehend Roberts' purpose In his fiction requires 

a knowledge of the aan himself. Born December 8t 1885, iioberts 

lived in ivennebuni-cport, Maine8 whore his parentsf Frank Lewis 

and Grace Mary iioberts, as well as his grandparents, and his 

great—grandparents had resided* iioberts cai;;© froiy a fauily 

intimately involved in the history he wrote about. In 1639, 

^3west, p. 98. 
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his ancestors had first arrived In Alttery, Main®, and "for 

the two atoray centuries that followed they were a part of 

the history of the state. They fought with "Washington, they 

followed Benedict Arnold up to Quebec, then manned privateers. 

For Kenneth Roberta, early American history was a family affair. 

Since no complete biography of Roberts has as yet been 

written, little is known about his ohildhood except that he 

early developed a love for Maine sights and sounds and espe-

cially Maine food,^5 in % Wanted to Write. Boberts Ignores 

his early life and discusses his education at Cornell University, 

where he was editor of the Cornell Widow for three years 

before he was graduated in 1908. Although he did not dis-

tinguish himself as a student, his later writing earned him 

honorary degrees from Dartmouth In 193**, Colby College in 1935, 

Klddlebury College in 1938, and Bowdoin In 1938, Dartmouth 

'made him a member of Phi Beta lappa in 1937.^6 

Upon graduation from college, Roberts vaguely wanted to 

write but Instead worked as assistant office boy In a whole-

sale leather house. Bored with his work, in 1909 h@ took a 

position with the Boston tost, where he eventually became a 

page editor. Two years later, on February 1^, 1911, he married 

IlIL 
"A Biographical Sketch," Kenneth Roberts 1 An American 

Novelist, p. 3, 1 

^Kenneth Boberts, Trending Into Maine (Boston, 1938). 
PP. 3-15, 1^3-165. 

Biographical Sketch," Kenneth Roberts 1 An American 
Novelist, p. 3. ! 
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Anna Mosser of Boston. By 191?» when he decided to leave the 

Poet to write novels, he had already served on the editorial 

staff of £uck and had written articles for Life, 

Before he seriously began to write his first novel, h© 

volunteered for military duty* In 1918# as a Captain in the 

Intelligence Section of the Siberian Expeditionary Force, he 

traveled not only to Siberia but also to Japan and the 

Philippines.^ His experience® provided material for articles 

published in the Saturday Evening ££§t, for which he was a 

roving correspondent from 1919 until 1928, Roberts published 

several books based on the research he had done for his Post 

articles, including Europe's Horning After (1921) and Why 

Europe Leaves Home (1922). **9 these two reports on immigration, 

according to former Commissioner General of Immigration W# W. 

Husband, aided the passage of the Sestrlctiv© Immigration Law, 

the basis for the present quota system. Among his other books 

are Sun Hunting (1923)» The Collector's Whatnot (1923)» Black 

Magic (192*0, Concentrated New England (1924), Florida Loafing 

(1925), Florida (1926), and Antlouamanla (1928),50 These In-

formal and humorous works indicate floberts* varied interests. 

Ibid. 

^Hoberts, 1 Wanted to Write, pp. 84-85. 

Biographical Sketch,• Kenneth floberts1 An American 
Novelist, p. 3, 

5°Ibid. 
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Even though he had published a number of books, Hoberts was 

riot satisfied—he still wanted to writ© novels, 

. In 1928, at the Insistence of his olose friend Booth 

Tarkington, Hoberts retired from journalism to write Arundel. 

During the next twenty years, he published seven historical 

novels; Arundel (1929)» The Llveljy Lad.y (1931)» babble 

Arms (1933), Captain Caution (193*0» Northwest irassaRe (1937)» 

Oliver tflawell (19^0), and l<ydla Bailey (19^7)* Usually after 

Hoberts had gathered material for a novel, he and his wife 

would pack his book® and travel to the small Italian village 

of iPorto Santo Stefano, where he oould work without Inter-

ruption and oonoentrate on the many revisions he felt were 

necessary.52 In addition to his novels, he continued to pub-

lish other books 1 For Authors Only $jb4 .Qtfaftar. G^oosgy 

( 1 9 3 5 ) . J £ M I o u r ^onglXl ( 1 9 3 6 ) , Trending lfltff $ & l M 

(1938), March to Quebec (1938), and ^ Wanted to write ( 1 9 ^ 9 ) • 5 3 

Before his death on July 1 , 195?» he became interested in 

water dowsing, on which he published three books* Henry Gross 

and His Dowsing. Hod (1951)» the Seventh ( 1953) r and 

Water Unlimited ( 1 9 5 ? ) R o b e r t s also wrote Boon Island 

(1956), his final and least successful novel. Though during 

51aoberts, J, tfanted to Write. p . 1 8 2 . 

52«a Biographical Sketch,w Kenneth Hoberts t An American 
Novelist, p. 5. 

53rbld.. p. 3 . 

5^West, p. 98. 
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a productive writing career Roberts wrote many kinds of books, 

his position in American fiction rests primarily on his novels 

written from 1929 to 19^7* 

The curiosity and desire to know the entire truth which 

had guided Roberts as a reporter also directed him to his-

torical fiction. At least part of his purpose was to find 

out more about his own family* As indicated in Keimetft Robertst 

An American novelist* his great-great-grandfather and two 

other relatives had fought at the siege of Loulsburg in 17^5$ 

three more were in the army attacking Tioonderoga in 1759* 

Two great-great-grandfathers had been captains in the Continental 

Army during the march to Quebec in 1775» the retreat fro® 

Ticonderoga in 1777» the battles at Saratoga in 1777, and 

Valley Forge in 17?8, Still other relatives were active in 

the Mar of 1812#-55 1, B. White adds an account of one of 

Roberts * ancestors who had been abducted by Indians,^ in jj. 

Wanted to Write* Roberts recalls how he asked his grandmother 

for details of these ancestors, but she could give him little 

information. Realizing that others in Maine might also be 

curious about their forebears, he decided to use fiction to 

explain what early Maine dwellers had experienced.57 A 

55«A Biographical Sketch,8 Kenneth Robertsi An American 
novelist* p. 5* 

56gxwyn Brooks White, "The Iodine of Kermebunk,m Saturday 
of Literature. Will (June 25, 1938), 10* 

5?Roberts, 1 Wanted to Write, p. 195« 
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native of ^lennebunk, Maine, he took the earlier name of the 

town, Arundel, and populated the community "by creating fic-

tional characters from descriptions of early Maine settlers.58 

To recreate historical events, Roberts required factual 

detailsi he searched through state and city histories with 

"diligence In sifting a grain of fact from a bushel of ohaff."59 

C, H, Leonard remembers that Roberts showed him about one hun-

dred reference books used In writing one novel. In the margins 

were numerous comments and notations# As Leonard suggests, 

such research indicates the author's Insistence on factsi 

These annotated source books are proof of Kenneth 
Roberts* industry and good faith as a writer of his-
torical novels. He has gone to original sources, has 
rejected poor work, has carefully collated the best 
accounts, and has thus gained a comprehensive grasp 
of the period as a whole and of the life of the times#"0 

Not satisfied with the information In history books, he em-

ployed a full-time research assistant to seek out original 

material historians had overlooked. Once when necessary data 

could be found only In journals written in French, he and his 

wife translated and published fforeau de St* Mery*s American 

Journey 1793-1798 (19^7),6l Roberts * determination to pro-

vide factual background for his fiction thus intensifies the 

illusion of the past in his novels. 

58«a Biographical Sketch," Kenneth Roberts» An American 
Novelist, p. 3» 

59williams, p. 8. 60jL>eonard, P* 12# 

^Roberts, I Wanted to Write, p, 25. 
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HEROES OB TRAITORS? 

The period of the American Revolution has become almost 

a mythological heroic age# Historians as well as writers of 

fiction have contributed to the myths by glorifying heroes 

and glossing over details. Some authors, however# have al-

ways demanded a realistic assessment of historical figures 

and events. Through his novels, Kenneth Roberts has attempted 

to correct "the onesidedness of tue conventional picture of 

certain aspects of American history."1 He shows the fallacy 

of labeling a man either hero or traitor because of one act. 

For example, the treason of Benedict Arnold has become hi® 

mark in history* but his prowess as a military leader has 

often been minimized. In Arundel and Babble Jja Arms. Roberts 

piotures a courageous Benedict Arnold, a man undaunted by 

adversity. In all of his novels, but especially in northwest 

h and Habble in Armg, Roberts attacks the 

romantio concept of war as a oonflict of brave soldiers led 

by gallant leaders who fight for noble causes. To Roberts, 

war is a trap into which men fall thinking to solve one prob-

lem, only to find they have created a worse dilemma. Because 

^•Heinrioh Straumann, American Literature i& th£ Twentieth 
Century (London, 1951)» P* 65. 
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he felt historical facts alone could not convey the truth 

of past events, he chose the novel as hi a medium of oomiaunl-

oatIoni 

"I have a theory that history ©an be most effectively 
told in the form of fiction# because only in the writing 
of fiction that stands the test of truth do falsities 
come to the surface. » . , The constant gauge of a con-
scientious novelist must toe, *1® this true* is this the 
way it happened?' That gauge is applied to everything— 
conversation, characters, action,"2 

Using factual bases, Roberts wrote novels which both re-oreate 

and explain certain historical events. 

Since Roberts* novels contain accounts of historical oc-

currences and figures, they have been classified as historical 

fiction. However, as Clayton Hamilton Indicates, a mere tran-

scription of historical facts fails as fiction unless these 

facts represent "general laws of life.*3 Hoberts* writing, 

then, must go beyond re-creating historyi it must demonstrate 

a universal truth as valid today as in 1776, Because his 

treatment of the past transcends the limits of historical 

periods, his works should not be restricted to the category 

of historical fiction but should be regarded primarily aa 

novels. In "Proa History to Fictioni Kenneth Boberts as an 

Historical Novelist,* John Kitch notes the basis for such an 

assessmenti 

^Kenneth Roberts, Cow^enst The Great Morale Builder (1957), 
P. vi. 

^Clayton Hamilton, Materials and Methods of Fiction (Garden 
City, New lorlc, 1908), p, 15, 
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If an historical novel la to sucoeed, it will do so for 
the same reason any novel will—because of a well-handled,, 
interesting plot acted out by fully developed., convincing 
characters# The historical novelist must be a novelist 
above allj he cannot allow his research to use him, can-
not be controlled by his sources, * . 

Thus fictional technique becomes the main consideration in 

evaluating Roberts1 work. Characterization, theme develop-

ment, and arrangement and balance of historical and fictional 

material are the matters on which ffoythwesft .rassâ e (1937)# 

Arundel (1929)» and Babble in Arms (1933) must be judged, 

These novels are arranged according to the chronology of his-

torical events depicted. 

One of the outstanding features of Roberts * novels is 

the intertwining of the stories of the fictional narrator 

and the historical protagonist. In each of Hoberte* three 

most important novels—Northwest Passage. Arundel« and Babble 

in Arms—a narrator relates his own experiences including 

his association with historical figures. Within the frame-

work of the narrator's consciousness, Koberts re-creates ©vents 

before and during the American Bevolutlon in which the narra-

tor, as well as the historical protagonist, is intimately 

involved. 

In Rorthwest Passage Langdon Towne records the "begin-

ning of the chain of circumstances that most affected ay life1* 

^John Ira Kitch, "From History to Fictioni Kenneth 
fioberts as an Historical Novelist," unpublished doctoral 
dissertation, School of Arts and Sciences, University of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, 19^5, P. ?. 
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Including friendship with Major Robert Rogers.5 As a young 

man in Klttery, Main©, Langdon wants to be an artist, to 

paint the common things that he loves—a partridge In flight 

or his mother's- kitchen. Because his father thinks drawing 

Is a "waste of time if not downright womanly*" In 175? the 

hoy Is sent to Harvard to he educated for competition with 

the wealthy Episcopalians in Klttery.6 During his second 

year Gap Huff and Hunk Marriner, two friends from Klttery, 

treat Langdon to a party in his rooms. When the college of-

ficials threaten disciplinary action, Langdon returns home 

only to get Into more trouble, Upset because Elizabeth, the 

girl he loves, disapproves of his being an artist, Langdon 

openly criticizes her father and other Episcopalians as the 

"best people of Klttery" who sing *'God Save the King*" and 

love money above all else.7 Facing imprisonment for slander 

and possible impressment on a British ship, Langdon and Hunk 

Marriner leave Klttery to join Sogers * Hangers• 

On the way to the ranger oamp, Langdon and Hunk meet 

Sergeant MoNott, who Is impressed by Langdon•s sketches and 

encourages Major Sogers to enlist them, Sine© the rangers 

are about to leave on a special assignment to attack St. Francis, 

an Indian encampment near the Canadian border, Langdon and 

Hunk Sarriner are included in the party. As secretary to Major 

^Kenneth Roberts, Korthwest Passage (Garden City, Mew 
Xork, 19^7)» P» 4-. 

6Ibid.. p. 6. 7Ibid., p. ^3. 
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Rogers, Langdon constantly observes xiogers* strict discipline, 

At times the men remain silent for hours. Cold and with little 

food, they plod through bogs for nine days, knowing that a 

large party of French and Indians follows close behind, ttogers, 

realizing the necessity of saving the entire party, refuses 

to let the men search for rangers who become ill or lost in 

the bogs, When Langdon wants to look for one such man, Hogers 

denies permission! Webster knew what would happen if he 

couldn't keep up. He understands you'd like to help him— 

that we all would# He understands, the same as I would my-

self,* Sogers successfully brings his men to St# Francis* 

where they destroy the settlement and its Indian occupants. 

Their retreat through the Lower Cohase Intervals and down the 

Connecticut Hlver to safety at Old Number Four is plagued by 

lack of food, bad weather, and Indian attacks, Langdon, who 

has taken part in the fighting at St, Francis, is separated 

from Rogers when the men vote to divide Into groups to search 

for food, lie witnesses the Indian massacre of all the men 

in his party except Ensign Avery. Finally reunited with the 

Major, Langdon aids in building a raft to sail the last few 

miles to obtain food for the men, now too wean to travel, 

Sogers * heroic effort to provide for his rangers implants in 

Langdon•s mind the picture of a hero. 

After the St, Francis campaign, Langdon and ftajor xiogers 

return to littery, where xiogers soon announces he will marry 

8Ibid., p. 151, 
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Elizabeth Browne. To avoid a painful situation, Langdon goes 

to England to study painting# After a struggle to support 

himself, he acquires the aid of Benjamin Franklin, the agent 

for rennaylvania» who introduces hla to the Influential artist 

William Hogarth# Just as Langdon's work gains some recog-

nition, Major Sogers acmes to London seeking support for Ills 

project—finding a water route across the continent of Worth 

America to be oalled the Worthiest massage. When Sogers has 

received at least a verbal promise for financial assistance 

and an appointment as governor of Mchllirsaolcinac, he return® 

to the colonies bringing with hla Langdon, now a successful 

painter# 

At IIIchiliEackinac, conspired against by the jealous Sir 

William Johnson and General Thomas Gage and hounded by the now 

shrewish Elizabeth, Sogers turns for escape to drink and his 

dream of a northwest paaaa^e. He sends Langdon on a journey 

to the west to see If such a passage Is feasible, lie spends 

money which he does not have, exceeds his authority, and fi-

nally degenerates to the point of trying to seduce Ann hotter, 

whom Langdon has come to love, This attempted seduction is 

the climax In the stories of both Major Rogers and Langdon 

Towne, Major Bogers Is no longer the disciplined heroi he can 

no longer overcome any obstacle, Langdon experiences Ini-

tiation into the world of reality. His Idol Is, after all, 

only human. When riogers Is arrested for treason and misap-

propriation of funds, Langdon can no longer sincerely defend 
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his hero. Instead he follows Ann to London, where they are 

married and where he becomes a noted artist. 

Although Ann and Langdon hear that Major Sogers has been 

acquitted, they do not meet hia again until they learn he 1® 

one© more in London# this time in Fleet Prison for debt. Dur-

ing a visit to his former leader, Langdon sees tiogers drunk, 

debauched, and helpless. But just as Sogers survived In the 

forest, he endures the prison, and when Langdon and Ann re-

turn to America, they discover tiogers has fought for the 

British against the colonists and one© again dropped from 

sight* Recalling the Robert Bogers of earlier years, Ann 

remarks, "Ah, not Xou can't kill what was in that man.*9 

In Northwest Passage. Boberts* best novel, both the 

historical protagonist and the fictional narrator change and 

develop. For Langdon, Northwest Passage is a maturation 

process. As a boy he is almost willing to give up painting 

to please Elizabeth Browne and her family. He joins the 

rangers expecting an entertaining experience because "'the 

summer campaign*11 be over.*"10 He matures quickly, however, 

as he discovers he must equal the rangers* endurance. As a 

ranger leader, Sogers has performed physical feats. He led 

his men to St. Francis and overcame all obstacles to survival 

and victory. This first half of Rorthwest Passage shows 

Langdon*s hero worship for Sogers and Sogers* ability as an 

9lbld.t p. ?09.
 10lbld.. p. 57. 
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Indian fighter, A few critics have felt that this first part 

should have been the entire novel. Herbert Faulkner West, 

for example, says the second part of the novel "detracts from 

the artistic whole whloh Mr. Hoberts achieved so well In the 

first part of his novel,*11 If Hoberts* Intention had been 

merely to write an adventure story, he would have been satis-

fled with re-creating the exciting attack on St. Francis and 

the retreat that followed. 21s subject* however, was the 

dream of a northwest passaget 

"I had to show that there was only one man in the world 
capable of doing the Job Rogers was asking to be allowed 
to do# I could only do it by showing him doing a simi-
lar job. This made it neeessary for me to reverse the 
proceeding ordinarily followed by authorsi put my physi-
cal climax firstj then hold the reader's Interest through 
the true climax, whloh is a psychological one."12 

In the second part of northwest Passage. Langdon becomes 

independent of Rogers. In contrast, the ranger leader slowly 

stagnates from inactivity and loses his ability to act inde-

pendently . while Langdon's career as an artist progresses, 

Sogers* position as a hero fades. To John K-ltch, this half 

of Northwest Passage is best because Hoberts is no longer de-

scribing only physical action "but is probing the depths of 

one of his characters, thereby producing a pathetic portrait 

^Roberts, Gowpens» the Great Morale Builder, p. vl. 

^Alfred T. Hill, "The Class Finds a Northwest Passage," 
Kenneth Hoberts» An American Novelist (Sew York, 193*3}» 
P. 30. 
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of a man who has lost everything, even his courage and self- • 

respect."13 

The interweaving of Langdon * s and Kogers' lives accom-

plishes what Roberts never achieves so well again—-reader 

identification with both the narrator and the historical pro-

tagonist, Northwest massage is basically the story of two 

men who Influence each other, Rogers gives Langdon his oppor-

tunity to paint Xndiansj through Rogers * secretary, Langdon 

meets his future wife, Ann Potteri and seeing Sogers in dif-

ferent situations forces Langdon to understand that even 

heroes have faults, The ranger leader learns of the north-

west passage from Langdon at their first meeting, and on a 

visit to Kittery he meets Elizabeth Browne, Throughout their 

association, Langdon, as Rogers9 confidant and friend, is 

the one person with whom Major Sogers can be completely honest* 

By creating a narrator who is Involved in the events impor-

tant in Bobert Hogers* life, Hoberts has balanced the plot 

between fictional narrator and historical protagonist, 

Hoberts follows the same basic pattern in the earlier 

novels Arundel and Babble in Arms but falls to maintain an 

even balance between historical and fictional material, In 

Arundel Steven Mason proposes to "set down the truth" about 

Arnold's march to Quebec•^ Steven has a personal reason for 

^Kitch, p. 1?6, 

^Kenneth Hoberts, Arundel (New York, 1939)# p. 3. 
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reaching Quebec« As a boy In Arundel, Maine, tie is infatuated 

with Mary I'lallinson, who Is abducted by a Frenchman named 

Guerlac. Steven persuades his father that they must pursue 

the Frenchman and the Indians with him. With the aid of 

friendly Abenaki Indians, Steven and his father overtake 

Guerlac, but Steven is wounded and must return to Arundel. 

On the Journey, Steven's father barters for passage on a ship 

whose captain is a young man named Benedict Arnold, 

After his father*8 death, Steven manages the family inn, 

always waiting for an opportunity to go to Quebec to rescue 

Jtery. Jrhoebe Marvin, a girl who helps Steven's mother in the 

inn, constantly torments him about Mary, During an unexpected 

visit, Arnold brings the news that he has seen Mary but that 

she wishes people in Arundel would "'interest themselves in 

their own affairs and leave her in peace. '"15 Arnold departs 

with the promise, "I'll get you to Quebeo some day, but you've 

got to wait i W h i l e Steven is waiting, Phoebe gradually 

creeps into his mind# Although no longer merely a brat, she 

still jeers at him whenever Mary is mentioned. When the colo-

nists taice up arms against the British, Phoebe marries Jaaes 

Dunn, a rather dull but good man, and James leaves to fight. 

Again Steven must wait. 

When Arnold's message arrives at last, Steven's first 

thought Is of Mary waiting to be rescued in Quebec. To reach 

t p. 183. l6Ibld«. P. 185. 
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the British-held city, Arnold needs Steven and his Indian 

friends as guides, but both Arnold and General Washington Ig-

nore Steven's reasons for not using bateaux to carry men and 

supplies and refuse the aid of Natanis, an Indian whose life 

Steven had saved# Unable to discover on whose advice they 

are acting, Steven contents himself with preparations for the 

aaroh to Quebec# When the men arrive at the point of departure, 

31even finds irhoebe, determined to accompany her husband* Even 

as the march begins, Steven discovers that rumors against 

Natanis have increased and that he is to be shot if caught# 

Afraid for Natanis, concerned about Phoebe, and anxious about 

the stories being spread to frighten the men# Steven starts 

for Quebec in a perplexed state of mind. 

Although Steven actually has little personal contact with 

Arnold during the march except to receive orders, the leader 

seems to be everywhere i 

Never have I seen such a man, at on© moment occu-
pying himself with the smallest detail having to do with 
the least of his men, and at another moment disregarding 
all details and bidding everyone else disregard them for 
the sake of getting on. I have seen him, after a day of 
forcing his way through bogs and underbrush, when all of 
us were drenched with perspiration and weary enough to 
fall asleep with our mouths full of food—at such times 
I have seen him sit for two hours over his dispatch case, 
writing letter after letter as though fresh from a restful 
evening at an inn.1? 

to get to Quebec, Arnold leads his men up the Kennebec Aiver 

across to Dead ttlver and over the almost insurmountable Height 

^Ibld., p. 318, 
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of Land, Mot only the supplies needed for the march and the 

provisions with which to fight but also the heavy bateaux 

themselves must be carried. .«hlle Arnold travels ahead to 

send hack food, his men become lost In bogs, where many, In-

cluding Janes Dunn, die. Only the hel^ of Steven's friends 

Natanis and iJaul Hlggins prevents complete destruction of 

Arnold's forces. By this tine Arnold has associated Steven 

with the rumored treason of Natanis and has detached him from 

duty*. Only after the men are rescued does Arnold recognize 

the loyalty of both Steven and Natanis* 

Once the group reaches Quebec, Arnold, whose determi-

nation has inspired M s men to survive the long march, leads 

them to the walls of Quebec but is wounded before he can 

take the city, Arnold's troops are pushed back, but Steven 

and three friends slip into Guerlac's house in search of Mary, 

Mary Kailinson, however, now Marie de Sabrevois, Is deter-

mined not to return to Arundel, "'that stinking nest of log 

huts among the fish bones,*"18 Calling Steven a "'boor'* 

with "'dirty, smelly clothes'" and a n'nasty rough face, 

she curses him for disturbing her,^ Heal1zing that Kary and 

Guerlac are the source of rumors plaguing itraold's army, Steven 

and his friends leave the city, accidentally killing Guerlac, 

liven while with Mary, Steven haa thought of irhoebe, Mow 

it is to i-hoebe that he goes, recognizing at last that he 

l8Ibid,, p. 583,, 19ibld,, 584, 
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loves her. While Arnold remains with his troops outside the 

walls of Quebec, Steven and his bride return to Arundel after 

delivering dispatches to General Washington, 

Arundel is obviously the story of Steven lias on and the 

Northern Army. Benedict Arnold is important only as a part 

of the array, Technically, Arnold Is not present for enough 

of the action to be a central protagonist. The story of 

Steven's maturation overshadows the story of Benedict Arnold, 

and it is Steven's fate which concerns the reader, Arnold 

appears at strategic morents to urge his Ken forward, but ho 

is pictured only as a leader. In contrast, liotoerts devotes 

almost too much of the novel to showing Steven as a son and 

brother, as the inn proprietor, as a soldier, and as a lover. 

Even though Arnold's story is subordinated, the historical 

setting is a success because Roberts focuses on the exploits 

of the Northern Armyi 

"People persist in thinking that In Arundel and Babble 
in Arms I was writing Arnold's storyj X wasn't at all, 
I was writing the story of the Northern Army, 1 wrote 
Arnold as I found, him , , . as I tried to write every-
one connected with that array,"20 

Because Steven Bason represents the Arundel men who fought 

with the Northern Army, Arundel is his story. Although there 

Is an adequate arrangement of fictional and historical material, 

Arundel has some weaknesses of a first novel, irerhaps too 

much space is devoted to establishing the narrators early 

2 0 ~ 

Herbert Faulkner west, "The Work of Kenneth Koberts," 
Colby Library Quarterly. ¥1 (September, 1962), 92-93, 
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meetings between, Steven and Arnold, appear oontrivedi and the 

ending of the novel seeas somewhat flat because Roberts re-

turns Steven and M s friends to Arundel* As Hitch suggests, 

"Arundel Is not brilliant, but interesting, not profound but 

solid, not captivating but moving."21 

Babble in Arms has a shift in emphasis and a more com-

plex plot structure than Arundel* In Northwest Passage the 

stories of the fictional narrator and the historical pro-

tagonist are balanced* In Arundel Roberts focuses on the 

narrator* but in Rabble la the fate of the Northern Army 

overshadows the personal fortunes of either the narrator or 

the historical protagonist. While Peter fterrlll, the narrator, 

and his brother Nathaniel are in England to sell their father's 

ship, they meet Marie de Sabrevols and the man she introduces 

as her uncle, Mr. Leonard. With Mr. Leonard the Merrills re-

turn to Arundel to find their parents under suspicion of being 

loyalists, To demonstrate their family's loyalty to the colo-

nial cause, Peter and Nathaniel Join a company of scouts being 

enlisted by Steven Mason. 

On the way to Join Arnold at Quebeo, the group stops In 

St, Johns, where Nathaniel delivers a letter from Marie de 

Sabrevois to Ellen £hlpps. Certain awkward phrases indicate to 

Peter that the message means more than appears on the surface. 

Nathaniel, however, is so infatuated with Marie that he refuses 

2lKitch, p. 128. 
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to consider her a British informer. After purchasing food. 

Hason leads the scouts to Montreal, where Arnold has gone 

after being relieved of his command at Quebec* In Montreal 

they see the men who have retreated before the British advancei 

Most of them were shoeless and stocklnglesa, and 
their breeches little more than dirty rags and ribbons* 
Their coat® were good for nothing except to conceal the 
gaping hole© In their shirts, or, in the case of those 
without shirts, to hide part of their nakedness. They 
were emaciated, too, with aores on their faces and legsi 
and their dull eyes were dejected* They started at small 
sounds, staring furtively over their shoulders, so that 
a person who looked at then too long became depressed 
himself.22 

Arnold*s assessment of the situation explains the appearance 

of the soldiers* "We've got an army, thanks to General 

Washington, but thanks to Congress lt#s got nothing to eat, 

nothing to wear, nothing to put in its guns***23 Continued 

British advances force Arnold to retreat to Isle aux Nolx, 

where eight thousand soldiers, two thousand with smallpox, 

try to survive, 

Realizing the desperate position of the Northern Army, 

Arnold plans a delaying action* Ee orders Peter Merrill, a 

sea captain and son of a shipbuilder, to construct a fleet 

capable of hindering the British. At Crown jeoint, in addition 

to carpenters, Peter finds his brother and Ellen .fhipps, who 

pretend to be engaged so that she can travel with the army on 

her way to Albany* Influenced by Marie de Sabrevois, Nathaniel 

^Kenneth Hoberts, Babble Arms (Garden City, Hew Xork, 
1956), P. 91. 

23ibld.. P. 100. 
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Insists on Arnold's unfitness as a leader. Deluded by his 

love, Nathaniel doubts that the colonists have any chance 

against the Britishj nevertheless * he aids in building the 

ships because he might be able to return to Marl© if Arnold 

could retake St. Johns. With the fleet, consisting of four 

galleys and several smaller boats, Arnold lures the British 

past Valoour Island and then slips through the British boats 

at night. Once the British discover the American ships, the 

battle is short, although Arnold*s men fight valiantly. The 

colonial fleet, even though defeated in battle, is victorious 

In purposei "It had saved the lake for that yeari and it had 

done morei It had won the delay that brought , . , the chanoe 

to fight at Saratoga—a chance that otherwise must have been 

forever lost,*2^ 

Peter and Nathaniel, captured by Indians when their ship 

is destroyed, are taken to a British encampment where they 

meet Mr# Leonard, really Lanaudlere, commander of Indian forces 

for England. With him is Marie de Sabrevois, who keeps the 

wounded Nathaniel with her while giving Peter to his Indian 

captors as a reward. Until the following spring Jreter re-

mains with the Indians said becomes one of the tribe. Ellen 

Phlpps sends her Indian brother to aid Peter*s escape. By 

pretending to fight for the British, Peter returns to the war. 

At Tlccr.deroga he slips back to American lines, only to be 

swept up in a retreat. 

22*Ibid.. PP. 337-338. 
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Arnold# who has also been away froxa the arm# trying to 

straighten out his financial accounts, returns to command. 

While on a scouting mission for Arnold, reter witnesses the 

brutal murder of Jennie MoCrae "by Indians, Later, in pain 

from a shoulder wound and irritated by a group of militiamen 

determined to go home, .Peter eloquently admonishes themi 

"Two weeks ago we had sixteen hundred militia, Where 
are they when w© need 'em? Gone home! Where are you 
going? Home I lou're leaving us when we*re lost if we 
don't have men! Do you know what will happen to us If 
you do what not even a rat would do? Even a rat*11 
fight for his home I If you , . . run away, the British*11 
wipe us out—starve us out—club us to death—rip off 
our scalpsI But don't forget thisi when they've got 
rid of us, then, by God, it'll be your turnI They'll 
hunt you down In the fields and woods I You'll be like 
woodchucka, chattering under walls."25 

Angered by his own words, reter rages, "'If our exertions 

equaled our abilities, this war'd end in a monthI'"26 When 

the militiaman seem skeptical, Jreter concludes, "'no foreign 

force in the whole damned world is strong enough to subdue 

America unless the corruption and timidity of her own people 

first force her to her ruin, ' "2? Slowly the men shoulder 

their guns and return to camp. General Schuyler, overhearing 

Jeter's speech, sends him on a speaking tour to tell the story 

of Jennie KcCrae to encourage more colonists to fight, When 

*«ter returns after five weeks, he finds that Arnold, with 

only a fraction of the men he asked General Gates for, has 

held the British but that "'according to Gates, there wasn't 

•̂5Ibid.. p. 532. 26ibid. 27ibld. 
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any Arnold In battle, , . , Congress will never know, offi-

cially, that Arnold won the battle of Freeman's FarmI*"28 

As an additional Irritation, General Gates removes Morgan*s 

riflemen from Arnold's conn .and, forcing Arnold to ask for a 

"'pass for himself and his aides, so he can go down and join 

Washington, where he'll be allowed to iaaKe himself useful* **2-9 

The uproar of the men at this injustice persuades Arnold to 

remain with the army but without any command. After two weeks 

of waiting, the army finally moves to meet the British. In 

the midst of the fighting, Arnold rides to the head of the 

troops, leading them into battle. Once curgoyne's forces are 

stopped, Arnold urges the men to take the British caopi "'Wot 

all the British and all the Burgoynes in the world can stop 

you this day! The gun isn't made that can stop us—that can 

stop you men from Virginia and Sew England and New iorkt'"30 

Only when General Gates orders him back to camp does the 

wounded Arnold leave his men, but Burgoyne has been defeated. 

Following the battle, Peter persuades Steven Mason to 

let him search for Nathaniel and Ellen who are still—though 

now unwillingly—with British forces. Finally reter travels 

to the British hospital in Albany, where he exchanges an imagi-

nary secret list of loyalists for Nathaniel and Kllen, Aware 

of the treachery of harle de Sabrevols and confident in the 

American cause, Nathaniel receives his pardon from Arnold, 

2BIbld«, P. 5**7. 29lbld., p, 555. 30Ibid.. p. 5?2. 
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also recuperating In an Albany hospital. Peter and Ellen 

plan to marry and with the Arundel Company return home. 

As a final comment Peter speaks for all the men who have 

fought at Valeour and Saratoga* 

In the travail .and the turmoil, in the sweat and 
the pain and the blood that lay behind me—that probably 
lay before me—a nation was being born. Those crowded 
ranks in the dead pits of Isle mux Nolx had labored and 
died to form that nation, They had been a part of it* 
la the dark waters beneath the cliffs of Valcour lay 
others who had been a part of it. Those whose gnawed 
bones were scattered in the thicket® of Freeman*s Farm 
had been a part of it. We, living, were part of it. 
Millions yet to be born were part of iti and other 
millions .that would come from foreign land® would be 
part of it. Whatever we did with it, or mad© of it, 
one thing was certain» the suffering and the labor had 
been ours, and so must the fulfillment be ours.31 

Although Peter as a person is less forceful than either Langdon 

fowne or Steven Bason, his very inconspiouousness is an asset 

to Babble in Arms. Benedict Arnold, a more vital character 

here than in Arundel, still is not the main focus. Although 

Arnold is a colorful figure, the reader sympathizes if not 

Identifies with the men caught in the panic-stricken retreat 

from Tlconderoga or with the eight thousand soldiers who must 

somehow survive on Isle aux Nolx* Stopping the British be-

comes more important to the reader than Arnold's problems 

with the Congress or Peter's concern for his brother. In 

Babble in Arms .Roberts has painted "his broadest canvas of 

the American Bevolutlon."32 

33-Ibld.» P# 622< 

3%@st, pt 9^. 
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Although the balance between historical protagonist and 

fictional narrator differs in each of these three novels, the 

author suits the arrangement to his ^ur^ose for the work, 

Northwest j-assaRe focuses on two men and their effeat on each 

other. Arundel concentrates on one individual who exemplifies 

those involved in Arnold's march to Quebec. in dabble in Arms 

the men of the Northern Array are the real heroes. The arrang-

ing of nls material to create the desired emphasis is a merit 

of Hoberts* fictional technique. 

Since in all three novels hoberts uses narrators, how 

effectively he handles first-person narration determines in 

part how successful his novels are. As Aitch indicates, iioberta 

has to Invent a reliable narrator early in each novel, "By 

introducing his narrator into an historical setting filled 

with verifiable details, xioberts leads the reader to accept 

the narrator as a truthful reporter of historical events,*33 

For example, one-fifth of Arundel is devoted to establishing 

Steven Mason as a trustworthy young man witn whom the reader 

can identify. Because Aitch feels hoberts introduces his nar-

rators and then accepts them without irony, he maintains that 

the author fails to create real people,34 Since hoberts uses 

first-person narration, none of his narrators claims to ana-

lyze himself} each tells only what he experiences. To the 

reader falls the task of objective interpretation and evaluation. 

33ivitch, 84. 34xbid.. p. 91. 



Bernard 4© Voto points out that the reader must be aware of 

the narrator's "sympathies and prejudices, the extent of his 

understanding of this scene and of life in general, the de-

fects of his intelligence, the emotion he is feeling, the 

eccentricities or Insufficiencies of M s nature,"35 a reader, 

marching to Quebec with Steven Mason, sees the irony of a 

young man's determination to rescue Mary Mallinson and his 

blindness to his love for Phoebe, Steven cannot see this 

Irony about himself until the end of the novel, but a per-

ceptive reader not only identifies with Steven but also views 

him as a character who changes with experience. Thus all of 

Roberts' narrators are both participants and observers. 

As observers, Roberts * narrators give the novels at least 

technical unity, for only what lies within the consciousness 

of these characters can be related, 36 The close association 

between fictional narrator and historical protagonist rein-

forces the unity of plot by allowing historical events to 

become a logical and necessary part of the narrator's ex-

perience. Although John Kltch suggests that Roberts makes his 

historical figures either too good or too bad, he falls to 

realize that the narrators' evaluations of such figures would 

be personal and would not depend on historical significance,3? In 

35Bemard de Voto, The World of Fiction (Boston, 1950), 
j), 221, 

36&itoh, p, 8?, 

37ibld., p. 210, 



Borthwest Passage Langdon Towne, a young man entranced by a 

vigorous leader, sees Bogers through a aist of hero worship. 

Only a shock such as the attempted seduction of Ann hotter 

oould awaken Langdon to tfogersf fallibility. Steven Haaon 

to Arundel and Peter Herri 11 in Babble in Arias view Arnold 

only as a leader. Both are aware he is human, but both ex-

pect prodigious feats from him, A reader who expected the 

narrators to evaluate Benedict Arnold objectively would be 

asking them to violate the consistent point of view which the 

author carefully maintains. Each narrator must see his ex-

periences as only a man with his background would. Langdon <• 
<V 

Towne, therefore, observes everything, even Major iiogers, as 
! 

an artist would. His impression of London exemplifies his \ 

point of viewi I 

When I think of London I think of a study in black 
and gray—black and gray buildings, columns, domes, 
statues, dark with the soot of years, but shining white 
where the rain has washed the stone in streaks, as if 
the city's everlasting bones showed through.3^ 

Using believable narrators with whom the reader can identify 

and who rarely violate their consistent viewpoints, Roberts 

has beoorse a "master of the first-person narrative."39 That 

through his narrators Hoberts makes history live is merely an 

added enrichment to his fiction. 

To re-create and explain the past, Hoberts uses both his-

torical and fictional characters, iiitch maintains "that 

3®Roberts, Northwest Passage, p. 3^5* 

39&itch, p, 89. 
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iioberts• talent as a creator of character was limited from 

the start tout that one must credit him with subconsciously 

realizing this weakness and choosing a type of novel which 

did not require great subtlety of characterization.It 

Is true that, in a technical sense, .Roberts' novels emphasize 

action rather than character, but "Incident springs out of 

character, and having occurred it alters that character, 

When writing about historical events, a novelist must probe 

beyond outward actionsi 

All that is observable in a man--that is to say his 
actions and such of his spiritual existence as ©an be 
deduced, from his actions—falls Into the domain of his-
tory, But his romanceful or romantic side . , , in-
cludes . « , "the dreams, Joys, sorrows, and self-
communings which politeness or shame prevent him from 
mentioning*" and to express this aide of human nature 
is one of the chief functions of the novel.^2 

Although critics have generally pointed to Hoberts• "inability 

to create living characters'* as his greatest weakness, they 

have at the same time praised him for his vibrant depiction 

of history,^3 The discrepancy here is that people make his-

tory, and only through real, vigorous characters can Boberts 

transform historical facts into a story so adventurous that 

a reader proceeds with urgency to the conclusion, 

*K>Ibld., p. 212. 

^Edward Morgan Forster. Aspects of the Novel (Bern Xork. 
192?), P. 136. * 

42Ibid.. p. 73. 

^3mtch, p. 210, 
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Because of his concentration on action, Roberts* method 

of characterization Is designed to hinder the plot as little 

as possible* Usually the narrator or some reliable person 

makes an early judgment of a character, such as Langdon•s 

description of Captain Carvers 

Captain Carver reminded me of a tailor In Cambridge who 
had been able to persuade students that any ill-fitting 
coat made them look like Adonises. He had the same in-
gratiating, deferential manner. There was something 
feline about his caressing voicei and his habit of closing 
his eyes while talking put me in mind of our cat solic-
iting a chin-scratching,44 

Roberts allows future actions of such a man to grow out of his 

character. This method, instead of telling the reader what to 

think, serves as a foreshadowing device, alerting the reader 

to what kind of men he is dealing with,45 

Even In his treatment of historical figures Roberts makes 

his narrators * first impressions prophetic. When Langdon first 

sees Robert Rogers, he describes the ranger leader's prlaiary 

quality as "solid thickness» not mental thickness, but physi-

cal—a kind of physical unkillableness• . , , M46 This ability 

to endure but not to succeed makes Rogers a tragic figure. As 

Ben Ames Williams suggests, Roberts portrays Major Rogers as 

an Aristotelian h e r o . W h i l e a ranger leader, Rogers accomplishes 

^Roberts, Northwest rassage. p, 297. 

^Robie Kacauley and George Leaning, Technique in Fiction 
(New York, 1964), p. 143. 

**6fioberts. Northwest ^assaxe. p. 84. 

4?ben Ames Williams, "Kenneth Roberts," Kenneth Roberta * 
An American Novelist (Garden City, New York, 1936), p. 13, 
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what only a man with courage, foresight# and self-discipline 

can do. But as a peace-time governor he Is less triumphant. 

Approaching all problems with physical courage alone, he lacks 

the ability to discriminate "between great hazards and minor 

ones."1*® Rogers* fall is hastened by Sir William Johnson and 

General Thomas Gage, who do everything in their power to thwart 

Sogers* success as a governor and his dream of discovering a 

northwest passage# Thus Sogers does not completely fit the 

pattern of an Aristotelian hero, but even so he is a tragi© 

figure. According to Bernard de Voto, to depict the historical 

Robert Sogers in such a way requires a great deal of "plastic 

surgery# Roberts himself realized that his was a fictional 

adaptation* "Robert Rogers . . . in spite of having a •real* 

name was created out of a few bare facts and a few scraps of 

information."50 Much of the critical attention to Boberts * 

novels has been directed at determining the accuracy of his 

details. But John R. Cuneo, Eogers* modem biographer, feels 

Roberts is more a novelist than an historian* 

"To me the power and impact of his writing is so power-
ful that I oan read Northwest Passage and enjoy it with 
a sigh of regret that the event did not happen as Kenneth 
Roberts portrayed it,"51 

^Roberts, Northwest Passage. p. 203. 

^Bernard de Voto, "Roberts* Rangers," Saturday Review 
Literature. XVI (July 3, 1937). 5. 

5°Kenneth Roberts, I Wanted to Write (Garden City, New 
Xorlc, 1949), PP. 35^-3557 

51 In a letter to Hitch on March 1, 1963* P# 167. 
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Although he has always been concerned with factual accuracy, 

"in Ignoring history every so often in northwest Passage, 

Koberts produced art,"52 The siost fully developed of any of 

Roberts* historical characters. Holers is a dynamic figure, 

In dealing with Benedict Arnold, Roberts falls to achieve 

the sam© round characterisation that makes iiobert Rogers a 

ruajor protagonist. Arnold appears as a man of inexhaustible 

energy who will go to any extent to accomplish his goal* 

I have known hard workers in my day, but never one 
like Arnold, Ee could ride fifty miles j talk' for hours 
at a Council of Mar, cajoling the stubborn and bull-
dozing the weak-spinedt then ride another fifty miles 
and lead troops in battle s and on top of it all sit 
down and write a dozen letters with a hand as steady 
and a brain as clear as though he had just risen from 
sleep,53 

Combined with this craving for activity is Arnold*s ability 

to inspire action in his men» "When other officers gave orders, 

men obeyed them. When Arnold gave orders, men ran to obey 

them."5^ a determined man, he is irritated by anything that 

stands in his way. In Arundel, for exaa-le, he hears rumors 

that Steven Nason is a spy. Hather than risk any danger to 

the mission, Arnold, angrily dismisses Steven, allowing his 

no opportunity for defense and calling him "nothing but an 

innkeeper and a trader—a man who* 11 take raoney for almost 

anything he owns,m55 as a military commander, however, Arnold 

52&itch, p. 1?9. 

53xiot)erts, babble in Aras. pp. 131-132, 

5^ibid,, p» 249, 

55fioberts, Arundel, p, 382. 
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Is a genius. He outmaneuvers the British at the battle of 

Valcour and defeats them with sheer courage at Saratoga. But 

•unlike Hogera in Northwest Passage. Arnold, as a fictional 

character, has few faults to aid in his downfall. Even his 

hasty judgment of Steven Mason, grows out of concern for his 

expedition* Kenneth Roberts has frequently been criticized 

for this vindication of Benedict Arnold in Arundel and Eabble 

in A r m s . H e sees Arnold as a man treated unjustly by Con-

gress and deliberately restricted by Jealous peers. In the 

novels, Arnold merits none of this. At the end of iiabble in 

Arraa. ̂ eter Merrill suggests that Arnold's treason was moti-

vated by patriotism—the fear of French domination of the 

oolonies, Chilson H* Leonard says he once thought iioberts 

was Just "making out an ingenious case for his hero" until 

he examined some of the author's sources and discovered that 

many people in the colonies felt as Roberts believes Arnold 

did,5? Walter Hideout notes, however, that Iioberts* attempts 

to justify Arnold*s acts "ultimately smash up against the 

hard fact of the hero's subsequent treason."56 Whether or 

not iioberts* explanation is sound, the basic consideration 

must be how effective Arnold is as a character in Arundel 

and Babble in Arias. In this regard, iioberts vividly portrays 

56Hitch, p. 150. 

5?Chilson h. Leonard, "Kenneth iioberts, An Informal Study 
of America's Best Historical Novelist," Kenneth iioberts (Garden 
City, Iiew York, 1936), p. 11. 

58«alter Hideout, The Radical frovel in the United States 
1900-1954 (Cambridge, 195^), p. 281. ' 
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a dashing leader. To x-eter Merrill, Arnold is a man--perhaps 

the only man—who can save the Northern Army and the colonies. 

What ©Is© can Peter do but defend Arnold? It is only logi-

cal that Peter, who is not involved with Arnold at the time 

of his treason, will project what he does know about Arnold 

into the rest of the hero's life. Prom this standpoint Arnold 

Is a successful characteri his treason Is really outside the 

scope of the novel* As Hitch concludes, "Only in the his-

torical accuracy of Benedict Arnold does the characterization 

fail and this is not an artistic failure."59 

Minor historical figures in Roberts' novels usually do 

not appear as rounded characters. Richard Eastman in A Guide 

to the Movel summarizes their function* "Plat minor charac-

ters, easy to judge because the novelist has pictured them 

in blacic and white, may serve as contrast to define major 

characters in a moral s e n s e . F o r example,in Arundel and 

Babble In Arms, as Bertram indicates, minor characters are 

divided between good and bad depending on how they view 

Arnold,^1 General Washington, for Instance, appears a dig-

nified, reserved leader who appreciates Arnold's abilities.^2 

^9&itoh, p, 150# 

^Blchard M. Eastman, A Guide to the Novel (San Francisco, 
1965), PP. 19, 29. 

^Martin Bertram, "The Novels of America's Past,* un-
published doctoral dissertation. School of Arts and Sciences, 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1953 > P* 122. 

62Roberts, Arundel, pp. 218-223. 
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General Gates, in contrast, remains at headquarters while 

Arnold fights and then refuses to mention Arnold at all in 

his report of the battle to Congress,^3 Thus these minor 

characters emphasize Arnold's virtues. At times Hoberts 

uses only the name of an historical figure. In Northwest 

Passage Hatty Potter# ilogers * secretary, wants to use his 

daughter as an instrument of blackmail against her mother, 

According to jvitch, Bogers really had. a secretary named 

Potter, but nothing is known of his daughter or the kind of 

man he was,^ Roberts contrasts Potter and Langdon Tom©, 

showing the effect each kind of man has on .Robert Hogers, 

These minor historical figures become "yardsticks of ethical 

attitudes" by which the major characters are measured,^5 

One group of minor characters deserves special note— 

fioberts* Indians* In each of the three works, the narrator 

spends a considerable portion of the novel with Indians— 

Langdon Towne of Morthweat .Passage with Bacotas, Steven iaaon 

Arundel with Abenakis, and Peter Merrill of Babble in 

Arms with Saos, All the narrators agree that "Indians are 

peculiar people and cannot be Judged as white men are Judged, **66 

Hoberts portrays them most frequently as simple children* 

^Roberts, Babble in Arms, pp. 548-550, 

^Kitch, p. 169. 

^Eastman, p, 19, 

^Eoberts, Northwest Passage. p, 119* 
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"The trouble with Indians Is, you can't control 
•em, They * re like children# they*11 play as long as 
they can have their way* but if you tell 'em they can't 
do something, they'll pic& up their play things and go 
hone—probably picking up a few scalps as they go,"©7 

Although often a decisive element in a battle, the allegiance 

of Indians is fragile because they "'will always be on the 

side of the government that gives *em the most presents*'*6$ 

In contrast to white men, however, their very simplicity is 

a virtue j they report only what they see "whereas most of our 

white people wag their tongues in all directions in order to 

impress their hearers with their knowledge of affairs, all 

afeared to admit they , , • know nothing."^ jioberts treats 

the noble savage concept realistically—Indians are often 

dirty and cruel, but separation from the white man's civili-

zation Improves their morality t 

I know now that this happens to all Indians, with 
a few exceptions, when they have the benefit of the 
white man's civilization, religion, and education. It 
was as Verrieul said* the closer they are to civilization, 
the worse they become. 0ood Indians, he Insisted, grew 
constantly fewer In number, and those who are avaricious, 
treacherous, debauched, diseased and brandy-ridden mul-
tiply like rabbits,70 

Like the other minor historical figures, Roberts' Indians 

serve as a means of contrast. 

Bringing to life historical figures is one of the values 

of Roberts' novels, but he lias also created memorable fictional 

6?Ibld., P. 337. 68Ibld.. P. 1*68. 

69jioberts, Arundel. p. 55, 

7°Roberte, Rabble In Arms, p. **10. 
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characters. As Hamilton states, two basic kinds of charac-

ters exist in fiction—dynamic characters, those who change 

or develop, and static characters, those who remain the same,71 

Roberts* narrators are his most dynamic fictional characters. 

Each narrator matures as he faces physical, mental, and emo-

tional tests. Each wishes only peace for his family but is 

forced into fighting by circumstances beyond his control. 

Langdon Towne avoids jail, Steven Mason wants to recover Mary 

Mallinson, and Peter Merrill ensures his family's safety, 

let once in battle, all prove to be good soldiers, loyal to 

the colonial cause. All seek and find the women they will 

marry. Although they possess many similarities and are basi-

cally the same type of men, Roberts never allows them to lose 

their individuality. Even after having read all three novels, 

a reader distinguishes clearly between Langdon Towne, the 

artist, Steven Hason, the innkeeper and woodsman, and feter 

Merrill, the sea captain. Beoause each character never for-

gets what he is, the reader remembers also. The effect of 

their maintaining individual identities is that the "fictional 

characters have their own lives and are not overshadowed by 

history."72 They become real people. 

Although important as motivation of the narrators, the 

women characters in Roberts* novels are usually one-dimensional. 

^Hamilton, p. 80. 

72&ttch, p. 129• 
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Marie de Sabrevois of Arundel and Babble In Ari&jg. appears as 

a beautiful but cunning British spy. Her every word and ges-

ture contribute to this impression. In Northwest Passage 

Elizabeth Browne, even as a girl demanding everyone's attention, 

becomes the unhappy, nagging wife of Robert Bogers, Always 

forgiving and understanding, Ann irotter seems too perfect. 

Ellen rhipps of Babble ip. Arms could have been a rounded 

character* Devoted to her guardian, Marie de Sabrevois, Ellen 

refuses to believe that Marie can be a spy# When Ellen dis-

covers the truth, she rejects the British cause# However, 

her moment of recognition is not described! her change in at-

titude is sudden, not gradual? and she is Just as loyal to 

Peter and her new friends as she had been to Karie, Only 

Phoebe Marvin of Arundel appeals to the reader, and her mas- • 

culine qualities are depicted best. Wearing men's clothes, 

she Is captain of her own ship. She marries a man whom she 

dominates and cares for. It Is her courage as she marches 

to Quebec that a reader admires. let beneath her masculine 

exterior exists a gentleness that endears her to the reader* 

Although Boberts' women characters are not his best, they 

support the characterization of the narrators. 

Hoberts* most delightful creations are his humorous 

figures such as Gap Huff, Sergeant KoNott, and Doc Means• As 

Bertram observes, these men all have some peculiar trait.73 

^Bertram, P. 1*4-1. 
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Cap, whose name Is really oaved froit Captivity, appears In 

all three novels« ills special interest Is buttered ruM§ 

usually someone else's, Adapt at borrowing, often without the 

lender's knowledge, Cap provides what ftason's scouts need but 

what the army does not have# Red-haired Jergoant /iCNot fc of 

Northwest ta.SSBM®. has a wooden leg which his Indian wife re-

moves and threatens to burn wnen he misbehaves or attempts! 

to leave her. Boo Means of a& M m carries an asa-

foetida bag and always appears in the last stages of feebleness* 

Yet he marches with the army using his unorthodox medicinal 

remedies to doctor liason's scouts# In addition to pi'oviding 

humor, these characters often comment on the action, voicing 

opinions that the narrators cannot bring themselves to express. 

One of Gap Huff's most frequent targets is the Congressi 

"Ain't you got no understanding of politics? Washington 
ain't allowed to do nothing without he kisses Congress's 
ear first. He has to write *em a letter every fifteen 
minutes, rain or shine, and he can't make any plans of 
his own without asking Congress please can he lnâ e 'eat 
and he can't get Congress to let him have enough men or 
money or clothes or food or powder or guns, , . . Why, 
you poor damned ljlt, he ain't nothing but commander-
in-chief of the arsay, and he ain't got no right© at all 
except to kiss a Congressman's ear, * . ,"7^ 

As Bertram points out, such characters may also serve as a 

deux ez aachlna.75 in Worthiest ir'assa&e Langdon Towns care-

lessly insults the city officials who happen to be dining in 

7%ioberts, Habble in Arms, pp. ̂ 50-^51* 

"^Bertram# p. 142. 
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the adjoining room. They force Langdon's companion from the 

room and insist L&ngdon is raving from drink. Suddenly» to 

the rescue comes "Cap Muff, breezy, enormous, bright eyed, al-

most sober, . » . * Who * s raving from drink? I want to hear 

him doing itI Ain't there enough for other people to get rav-

ing from? ,H76 Cap helps Langdon through the inn window and 

sends him to join the rangers. Overshadowing the technical 

function of these characters is the pleasure their humor pro-

vides. 

Sven Roberts* fictional characters have some basis in 

history. His narrators frequently possess qualities that 

Roberts1 ancestors had. Steven Mason, for example, is a com-

posite of Stephen Harding, Jr. and Edward was on, xioberts* 

maternal great-grandfathers, Nason went to Quebec, while 

Harding owned an inn with a blacksmith shop and had great 

respect for Indians,?? Wary Mallinson is patterned after 

Mary Storer of Wells, Maine, who was taken to Canada by her 

French captors and when given the opportunity refused to re-

turn, Phoebe Marvin strongly resembles Mabel Littlefield of 

Arundel who sailed her own ship. Cap Huff gets his name from 

the Burke family of Arundel, who named their children "Much 

Experience** and "Little to Depend Upon. "7^ These historical 

facts which Hoberts uses as a basis for his figures give only 

76j3oberts, Northwest Passage, p. 49. 

77Kitch, p. 107. 7 8 lb ld . , pp. 108-109. 
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the outline for characters* Creating the personality, the 

moral nature, and the speech of these people and relating 

thea to each other stand out as Roberts* creative accom-

plishment » 

Characters constitute a" vital part of any novel, but 

what motivates a reader to treasure a work and return to It 

is the truth contained therein, As Hamilton realizes, "every 

novelist of genuine Importance seeks not merely to entertain 

but to Instruct, » , , not abstractly, like an essayist, but 

concretely, by presenting . . « actions which are true."79 

Since Roberts is a writer of rtgenuine importance#111 he too has 

a message for his readers. Although his wonts are not merely 

lessons in morality, out of the characters* experiences de-

velop certain themes which give Roberts * novels universal 

significance. 

In Northwest Passage. .Arundel. and Rabble in Arms all 

three narrators discover that war is a futile, senseless 

madness from which few men escape untainted, Langdon Towne 

denies he writes Northwest Passage to demonstrate the effects 

of wars 

This book has not been written to prove a case# It 
is not an argument against what is called the crucible 
of wari nor is it an attempt to show that no man has ever 
been tempered in that crucible without bearing one of 
war's inevitable soars—without having become cruel, an 
ingrate, a wastrel5 diseased, selfish, self-deluded, a 

^Hamilton, p. 1. 
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drunkard.} contemptuous of what is good, or without faith 
in God or mankind«80 

Yet his description of his own part in the battle at St. Francis 

contradicts his stated intention. Shocked, Langdon finds 

himself taking pleasure in the fighting* 

I raised ay musket and drew a bead on the head. It 
was easy, like dropping a slow-flying partridge. The 
head plunged under water» the tip of the wedge of rip-
ples became a swirlt the man's whole back came to the 
surface, rolling sluggishly, and I was aware, with a 
dully horrified astonishment at myself, that I felt the 
same satisfaction I'd often felt in seeing a partridge 
fold up in mid-flight#°1 

Later during the retreat Langdon sees a man named Crofton 

gnawing on something he conceals in a sack. Thinking he has 

food, Langdon investigates and discovers an Indian's head, 

which Crofton has taken as retribution for the cruel torture 

of his brother by Indians. Instead of being sickened, Langdon 

sees reason in Crofton's actions 

Perhaps my mind was strange because of a month of in-
sufficient, uncooked food—of dally forced marches and 
wet clothing—of never knowing when the French and the 
Indians might come up with us* At all events, it seemed 
to me that if Crofton's brother had bean horribly killed 
by Indians, he too had every right to xj.ll Indians hor-
ribly and do what he pleased with those he killed* Not 
until later did I realize that war robs us of our rea-
soning powers, so that we think and believe strange 
things,®2 

Shrinking from war, this monstrous experience which alters 

a man's reason, Peter Merrill explains, "in all wars at some 

time or other, everyone would run away if he dared.*83 in 

8°Roberts, Northwest Passage. p. 3, 

8 li£M.. P. 169. 82Xbid.. p, 206. 

®3Boberts, Babble in Arms, p. 163. 
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Arundel Steven Nason ponders the nature of war In which those 

who own the least are the ones most eager to fight and the 

ones who yell loudest about their rights toeing violated. Ae 

a result, the quiet men of merit are frequently outshouted 

by the loud incompetents.811, Even the leaders do not escape 

the scars of war, Bobert Rogers adapts himself so well to 

fighting Indians that he cannot alter his nature during peace-

time to prevent his personal deterioration. Benedict Arnold 

sacrifices not only his personal fortune but also his am-

bitions to war# In these novels, Roberts presents a forceful 

statement against war—no matter what the cause, 

A second theme important to Roberts * fiction is the be-

trayal of great men by petty ones. Bobert Sogers recognizes 

this situation, although he seems unable to control it) 

"Xou don't know what men in the highest positions will 
do when they see rivals coming too closet They'll steal, 
lie* buy votes, break their promises and go back on their 
friendsI War's hard business, but polltlos is worse. 

Benedict Arnold also understands that often his worst enemies 

are not the British but his own officersi 

"I've come to believe that jealousy's the motive that 
accounts for almost everything that's bad and wrong. Mo 
human being, I do believe, can achieve any unusual suc-
cess—display any marked ability—without being attacked 
by jealous people. Nearly every man, after he passes 
his thirtieth year, is sour with jealousy. The world's 
full of nincompoops that want to pull all mankind down to 
their level. They hate prominence on general principles.*86 

^Roberts, Arundel, pp. 174, 353. 

®Roberts, Northwest Passage, pp. 467-468. 

®%oberts, Rabble in Arms, p. 510. 
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Despised for their ability and fame, both men faoe defeat, 

not at the hands of the British or the Indians but the Ameri-

cans, Although Roberts does not picture Arnold after the 

battle of Saratoga, he follows Bobert Sogers to the degra-

dation caused at least externally by the pettiness of those 

around him J 

There was an inner fore© that had been warped and twisted 
by narrow men and a narrow woman, but that had never been 
wholly crushed and never could be. 

More than that, I suspected that even still the man 
who lay in the mud of the Fleet was better than th© mere 
sodden husk of Bobert Bogers. But for Fate and Ann, . , 
I suspected there in that same grime might lie Langdon 
Towne, There, too, but for the grace of God, might lie 
any of us, our talents quenched and our best dreams beaten."' 

Thus .Roberts relates what has happened to one man to what can 

happen to anyone, Unfortunately shortsightedness, pettiness, 

and Jealousy are not limited to the past. As Eastman points 

out in A Guide to th® Novel, a novelist may use parallel sit-

uations "indicating that a given problem is universal to his 

fictional world and lnferentially to the larger world."88 

In .Northwest Passage, Arundel, and Babble in Arms. Kenneth 

Hoberts has not only reproduced a vigorous past? he has cre-

ated literature out of historical facts. Even if his repu-

tation rested only on these three works, he would be an im-

portant figure in American literature, but his other works 

enrich his already valuable fiction, 

8?Hoberts, Northwest Passage, p, 694, 

®®Eastman, p, 6l. 



CHAPTER III 

Tim ililKD SIDE OP THE AMSUICaK HEVCLUTluN 

In wars there are frequently not two clearly defined 

Ideological positions "but numerous shades of loyalty and re-

bellion, To Kenneth fioberts, the American Revolution was 

such a conflict. As Ben Ases Williams recalls, Roberts 

hated "the distortion of history* by writers who always de-

pict Americans as noble men and British as cruel monstersi 

He is tireless in hunting out proof that Colonials 
during the Revolutionary period were (a) dauntless 
heroes, or (b) conniving politicians and self seekers( 
the oho ice depending on which misconception he is at 
the moment engaged in setting right. He is equally 
tireless in proving that all British and Tories were 
(a) cultivated and Intelligent gentlemen abused by the 
Colonials or (b) tyrannical rascals abusing the Colonials.1 

In an effort to complete the story of the American devolution, 

Hoberts wrote Oliver Waswell (19^0) presenting the Loyalists* 

view of the war, This unique view gives the revolution the 

aspect of a civil war, emphasizing the division in the American 

people. 

In April, 1??5» Oliver Wlswell, a young Loyalist on his 

way home to visit his ill father, rescues Torn Buell from a 

rebel mob which has tarred and feathered the printer. Because 

^"Kenneth Boberta, The Kenneth Roberts Header (New Xorl£f 
19^5)t P» ix. 
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they hide Buell, Oliver and his father are forced from their 

home and must fie© to Boston, a refuge for Loyalists* There 

they reside with Mrs, Belcher Byles, the widow of a Harvard 

professor# As more Loyalists pour into Boston, anticipation 

grows that the British forces will shortly end the rebellion. 

However, General Gage, the British commander in Boston, delays 

attacking the rebels until they fortify Breed's Hill, With 

the Loyalists anxiously watching, the British generals, in-

stead of talcing advantage of the rebels* vulnerable position, 

order the soldiers to march straight up the hill into the rebel 

gunfire# Again and again they climb the hill until the rebels 

fall back, but the British do not follow up their advantage• 

Once merely skeptical of the rebels, Oliver now becomes 

an active Loyalist, 

My neutrality was gonei I'd seen too much, felt too much, 
I had thought that law-loving, peace-loving people lilce 
ay father and myself could stand between the two partiesi 
could keep cool heads and in quiet wisdom hold to a mid-
dle course, patient, inactive, Impartial and with as 
little passion as dwelt in the bosom of Blind Justice 
herself,2 

With Howe * s British troops and thousands of Loyalists, Oliver, 

his father, Buell, Mrs, Byles, Mrs. Henrietta Dixon, and her 

son Nathan evacuate Boston. Oliver is leaving behind more than 

his homei Sally Lelghton, the girl he loves, belongs to a rebel 

family. Although she writes, "When the end comes, Oliver, * • . 

you'll find my affections still unchanged, . . ,n he fears the 

separation. The voyage to Halifax also robs Oliver of his father, 

^Kenneth Roberts, Oliver Wlswell (New Xork, 19^0), p, 109. 
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who dies when rebels board the Oaprey. tine ship Buell obtained 

for the trip. In Halifax* Oliver sees Loyalist troops re-

fused supplies because "they're not on any establishment."3 

Mot wishing to be a part of the British army, Oliver accepts 

a secret assignment from General Howe, 

As a spy, Oliver*s first mission 1© to discover how cap-

tured Loyalists are treated, Sending Mrs. Byles and Mrs, Dixon 

to England# Oliver and Buell sail to Hew York with Howe's 

forces# From there they visit Loyalists hiding in swamps— 

men with "eye sockets black and bearded cheeks hollow, so that 

these hunted creatures iiad the look of dead men standing up-

right* .,.*** All ask the same questions When will Hour© 

move against the rebels? General Howe, however, does not act 

swiftly. When he does march* his troops slip through a for-

gotten pass Buell has discovered and surprise the rebel array,• 

Even though the rebels "run like rabbits," Howe halts the 

battlei during the night the entire rebel force slips across 

the river to safety.^ Oliver, assigned to care for prisoners, 

discovers Soaae Leighton, Sally•8 brother, among the captured 

rebels. Disgusted by the British determination not to under-

stand Americans and the cruelty of William Cunningham, who as 

British commissary steals supplies fro© prisoners and Loyalists 

and kills Soame Leighton for his complaints, Oliver leaves for 

England, 

3Ibid,, p, 208, **Ibld.. p. ZkZ* 5lbld., p, 303, 
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On orders from Sir William Men, Under-Secretary of State, 

Oliver and Buell travel to raris as part of a plot to get doc-

uments from Benjamin franklin and Silas Bean© proving that 

France Is officially aiding the rebels# Once the secret papers 

are in Oliver's possession! he returns to England* Mea ac-

cepts the evidence but reports dejectedly that the material 

does not seem "convincing* to the King,6 

Again discouraged because the British will not recognize 

the truth, Oliver wants to return to America as a soldier. 

Benjamin Thompson reveals what assignments Loyalist regiments 

receive from British generalsi "1The only fighting they"re 

doing is against cows, horses and hayricks, That• s what the 

general•a using *em fori collecting forage for the British 

Army!•"? Thompson persuades Oliver to begin the history of 

the war for which he has been collecting information. iSh-

couraged by Pars, Byles and Mrs# Dixon, Oliver writes his Civil 

War in America. When he completes the record of the first 

four years, he becomes engrossed in the fate of the Convention 

Army» Burgoyne•s forces who surrendered at Saratoga. He oan 

learn only that the rebel Congress will not honor the terms 

of surrender and that Burgoyne * s troops have been sent to the 

South. Because of his inquiries about the Convention Army, 

Oliver receives his final assignment as a British spy. 

Commissioned to find Burgoyne * s men and report on the 

feasibility of a rescue expedition, Oliver and Buell travel 

^Xbid«t P• 505» 7Ibid., p. 517• 
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throughout the Southern colonies, The hatred of the rebels 

In the South for Loyalists and £urgoyne*s men Is so Intense 

that Oliver feels any attempt to return the Convention Army 

to iHngland would only increase animosity and reprisals against 

Loyalists, To avoid rebel roadblocks, Oliver and Buell travel 

on Boone * s wilderness Hoad and then to the village of ninety-

Six. Hare they serve under Colonel John Harris Cruger at the 

siege from May 22 to June 19, l?8l. The defending force of 

five hundred Loyalists withstands the attacks of nearly four 

thousand rebels. Once the siege is over, Oliver and Buell 

hurry to the coast and then to New Xork, 

Reporting to General Clinton, Oliver tries to convince 

hi® of conditions in the South, particularly of the fate of 

Loyalists if Washington defeats Cornwallls. The general, in-

sisting that Washington will attack New Xork, replies, ••What 

daydreams you find in an army!**8 Sick of war and British mis-

management, Oliver turns to Hrs. Byles* project of providing 

a refuge for Loyalists, who obviously no longer have homes« 

Along the St. John River and in Nova Scotia, the Loyalists 

build Garleton and other towns where they begin a new life of 

freedom. After Buell marries firs, Dixon, Oliver returns to 

Milton and marries Sally, in spite of her father's protests* 

w#I*d rather see Sally dead in her grave than married to a 

ToryI*"9 Sally and Oliver rejoin the Loyalists who have found 

themselves on the third side of the American Hevolutlon, 

8i£M»» p. 763. 9ibld.. P. 817. 
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Regretful and yet hopeful, Oliver ponders the war that drove 

him from his country* 

"I don't know what Providence is, Sallys but what-
ever It Is, It must be wiser than we, Perhaps Providence 
has a greater plan than we can understand. Perhaps war, 
pestilences, storms that send brave men to sudden, heroic, 
unremembered death—perhaps that * s how God slowly sculp-
tures the world to a shape that'll always be concealed 
from us. Perhaps that's why the impossible happened, 
Sally—why that rabble that drove us from our homes were 
incapable of winning, but did win. Perhaps, Sally, some-
thing great will cone of all that agony and all those 
deaths, all that intolerance and all that cruelty. Per-
haps something great will com© even to that rabble some 
day, as well as to us."10 

In Oliver Mlswell. Hoberts uses more historical charac-

ters than in any other novel, a s Allan Kevins notes, "His-

tory is no mere background in this book. It is the warp and 

woof of the novel, in which little is invented except the hero, 

the conversation, and the love story,"11 Hoberts does not al-

ter historical facts to suit his purposej he interprets those 

facts through a Loyalist narrators 

To set forth in a novel the Loyalist side of the 
American Revolution, I had been obliged * • . to pro-
ject myself into the mind of a Loyalist, Having put my-
self there, I necessarily told the story as a Loyalist 
would have told it.12 

From the Loyalist point of view, Roberts * historical characters 

are separated Into three classifications—rebels, Loyalists, 

10Ibid., p. 836. 

3-i.Allan Nevlns, "Young Man in a Revolution," Saturday 
Bevlew of Literature. XXIII (November 23, 194-0), 5. 

12itenneth Roberts, 1 wanted to .Write (Garden City, .New 
York, 194-9), P. 3^9. 
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and British, Individual characterizations reinforce the pic-

ture of each group as a whole. 

To Oliver "wl swell, rebels are essentially undisciplined 

men who do not know tine control of reason, ais initial im-

pression of a rebel mob is strengthened throughout the novel! 

The eyes of the men who road© up this mob were Insanet 
their yelling mouths contorted to senseless shapes* 
These creatures, all in violent action and gesture, were 
unkempti pale and dirty they had come out of cellars and 
out of the gutter, but now in the rosy light they were 
pink and ragged grotesques, wholly unrestrained and ap-
parently incapable of ever becoming human again, 3-3 

Through their actions, Roberts establishes the rebels as men 

determined to tolerate no opinion but their own# For daring 

to oppose them, clergymen, physicians, lawyers, and numerous 

other educated men are driven from their hones. The rebels 

eagerly encourage wealthy Loyalists to abandon their property 

which can then be confiscated. As individuals the rebels are 

almost inhuman, 

"I've seen ruthless enemies, , , , but none to equal 
these rebels. There's a relentless cruelty to •em that 
isn't human! , , , Xou can't depend on the rebels be-
having like civilized people at allt They're barbarians-
savages ! lost of 'em have lived all their lives in the 
woods, or in houses no better than dens. They wolf their 
food like animals—talk in growls!*1^ 

As soldiers, the rebels consistently react in the same way— 

they run. Even Buell hesitates to report their conduct'! 

"They ran and they rani They hid under bushes, and tried 
to crawl into fox holes. If ever an officer tried to 

!3aoberts, Oliver Wlswell. p. 5, 

l4Ibld.. p. 593. 
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make *em stop and fight, they squealed like scared wood-
chucks under a wallI The women oamp followers went out 
from our "baggage train with clubs, kicked those Patriots 
out from the wheat and took 'em prisoner!"15 

Their leaders reflect the character of the people, Sam Mass 

appears as "a demagogue—a rabble-rouser,*1 a man who "can't 

make money or keep it, so he argues that everyone who can must 

be dishonest.Similarly John Hancock, who threw away his 

father's fortune, is in debt to the British government for 

smuggling and wants Independence to avoid paying what he owes,1? 

Benjamin Franklin, the "benevolent old rebel with mistresses 

up alleys," unscrupulously forges letters.1® Oliver's char-

acterization of rebels as men without principles is a general 

one, for he quite naturally has little personal contact with 

them. 

In contrast to the rebels, the Loyalists shun war. As 

Seaton Wiswell, Oliver's father, explains, "Xou and 1 and most 

of our close friends want to avoid war. More than that, we 

want to avoid the bitterest of wars—civil war."^9 At first, 

the Loyalists, educated men accustomed to intellectual free-

dom, cannot comprehend that the rebels who cry for liberty 

refuse that very liberty to others. They soon discover, how-

ever, the extent to which the rebels will go; 

p. 303. 16ibid.. pp. lb, 65. 

1 7 M m p. 59. l8lbld.. p. 483, 

p. 3^. 
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"Do you know they've mobbed clergymen like Henry Caner 
of King's Chapel* William 1-icGilohrlst of St, Jeter's In 
Sales# Joshua Wlngate Weeks of Marblehead? Do you know 
they've mobbed almost every Harvard man who*® 'been ad-
mitted to the Massachusetts Bar—Jonathan Bliss, Andrew 
Cazneau, Ward Chlpman, William Brow of the Supreme Court, 
Samuel Fitch of the Advocate Court, Jonathan Sewall, the 
attorney general, Timothy Buggies, Speaker of the House? 
Yes, siri the finest men we've got have been thrown out 
of every town In this state, and most of 'em are right 
in Boston tonight, half of *em dependent on charity 
already, , • ."20 

Soberts carefully includes lists of Loyalists whose reputations 

can be verified in historical records. Picturing these sen 

as representing conservatives in all ages, he emphasizes their 

virtues# 

"We're the conservative people. . . . We dissent from 
extreme and injudicious measures, from violence, from 
oppression, from revolution, from reckless statements 
and misrepresentation. We can't stomach liars, bullies 
or demagogues, or leaders without experience, ability or 
sound judgment. . , ,"21 

Once the Loyalists realize that they must fight, however, their 

courage is beyond question, as the defense of Ninety-Six dem-

onstrates. 

Over and over, Roberts portrays the British as bunglers. 

From the beginning they insist on using European military 

tactics. Buell clearly assesses the British opinion of the 

Lexington fight* 

"They're saying that the rebels who attacked *em shot 
at 'em from behind trees and stone walls instead of 
coming out in the open and getting killed like good 
soldiers would, and got a right to. it appears those 
officers are arguing that the main duty of a soldier in 

po 
Ibid.. pp. 60-61. 

21Ibld.. p. 258. 
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action is to get killed, instead of to kill, and that 
argument kind of deters me from struggling to become a 
soldier."22 

At the Battle of Bunker Hill the British waste men "by refusing 

to consider any method of attack but a direct frontal assault* 

Although General Howe appears to be a kind man at heart, he 

falls to move swiftly# At Bunker Mill the rebels ©scape at 

a time when pursuit by the British could have ended the war. 

Again at the Battle for .Long Island, Howe hesitates while the 

rebels slip to safety. Accompanying this British inertia is 

the inability to accept advice from Americans. In a moment 

of frustration and anger, Oliver points out the British mis-

takes which lost the coloniesi 

"For seven years I've seen things go wrong in this war, 
For seven years British armies haven't followed up their 
victories, British ministers have refused to believe what 
they were told, British fleets have delayed too long, 
the wrong men have been put in high positions, Loyalists 
have been treated cavalierly by the very men who should 
be most grateful to them, . « .There'll never be a sud-
den end to all these blunders."23 

As a result of the mismanagement and obstinacy of the British, 

the Loyalists become the third side of the American devolution. 

To include this vast array of historical figures and still 

portray them individually presents problems to any novelist. 

By allowing each characterization to add one more fragment of 

evidence to the general picture of a group, Roberts has clearly 

defined the three major forces Involved in Oliver Wlswell. 

For the purpose of creating a story with such broad scope» 

22Xbld., p, 7<*. 23lbld. • p, 763. 
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these characterizations* though of necessity somewhat flat, 

reinforce the plot. Only through repeating the character-

istics of each group could Xioberts make such a strong Impression 

on his readers. 

Fictional characters In Oliver Wlawê .1 are really sub-

ordinate to the story of the Loyalists, Men the narrator 

"seems less of a bodily presence than a vivid gleam of in-

telligence lighting up the auricy ways of history."2** Oliver# 

an historian* serves as a reliable reporter of the devolution. 

Because he demands facts and explanations of those facts, his 

interpretation of the events seems valid, at least within the 

novel. A young man who suffers injustices, he becomes the 

representative of those whose story he Is telling, woberts 

comments upon his conception of Oliveri 

I had to explain further that nIswell was a man of 
principle, a fighter. Like all the rest of those unfortu-
nate Loyalists, he was by nature loyal, not a weak-splned 
opportunist who would abandon the cause . . . and desert 
his brothers in arms Just to lead an easy and more con-
venient life,25 

Although not as forceful as Langdon Towne or even Steven Bason, 

Oliver surpasses these two in one respect * he can immerse 

himself in a cause rather than in personal loyalty to a hero.^ 

As a narrator, he both oocjcients on and participates in the 

events he describes. 

2%iartin Bertram, "The Novels of America's jtrast," unpub-
lished doctoral dissertation, School of Arts and Sciences, 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1953, P» 1^3» 

25noberts, 2. Wanted to afrite. p. 35^« 
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Minor fictional figures reinforce Oliver's character. 

Sally Leighton appears only at the beginning and the end of 

the novel, although Oliver receives letters from her through-

out the war. She symbolizes what Oliver has been separated 

from. Mrs# Belcher Byles, a delightful woman who has accumu-

lated most of her wisdom from what "'Belcher*d lie in bed and 

tell me, *" cares for Oliver and encourages his to write,2? 

Mrs, Henrietta Dixon, seemingly quite helpless when Buell Is 

present, proves to be a capable spy and manager of Oliver*s 

funds. Thomas Buell, the counterpart of Gap Huff and Doc 

Means in earlier novels, is Oliver's constant companion. 

Neither as refined nor as educated as Oliver, Buell speaks 

his mind to generals and privates alike. Mis opinions dup-

licate Oliver's, but they are expressed in more colorful terms, 

A practical man, Buell "constantly reminds Oliver that people 

by nature are fools, that idiocy and incompetence are by no 

means restricted to the Rebels. , » ,"28 To demonstrate, 

Buell sells Perkins * Metallic Tractors, designed to cure any 

ailment except headaches resulting from drunkenness. Buying 

these Tractors distinguishes the brainless men from the in-

telligent ones. Both the narrator and the minor fictional 

characters serve as devices for revealing the Loyalists* story. 

2?Hoberts, Oliver wigwell. p. 103, 

28John Ira Kitch, "Proa History to Fiction» ilenneth 
Hoberts as an Historical Novelist," unpublished doctoral 
dissertation, School of Arts and Sciences, University of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, 1965* P« 186, 
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To dramatize adequately the entire American devolution 

in one novel challenges any writer of fiction. In Oliver 

Wlswell, however, Kenneth Roberta has successfully limited 

the viewpoint to one person and yet has covered events from 

1775 until 1783, Through the narrator's presence in Boston, 

Hew York, London, Paris, Sinety-Slx, and Ft ova Scotia, Roberts 

unifies the plot. Although as Hitch indicates, some of the 

episodes, particularly those in France, do not "ring true," 

the reader willingly overlooks such weaknesses because the 

events have great significance for the Loyalist cause, the 

primary focus of Oliver W1swell.29 Boberts also keeps the 

reader's attention by maintaining suspense through his use of 

time and. foreshadowing. 

For a novel which covers eight years, Oliver srflawell 

contains few dates 1 however, through foreshortening Roberts 

reminds the reader of passing time. Frequently a trip which 

occupies several days is dismissed in one sentence. When 

Buell travels to Newport to obtain food for the Loyalist 

refugees, he describes in detail how he will disguise himself 

as an inventor wishing to sell his new gun to the rebels. No 

mention is made of Buell's aotual departure or his trip, but 

the next paragraph begins * when Buell returned, he came back 

from Newport in a British ship. » . .*30 Sally Lelghton's 

letters, which appear periodically throughout the novel, 

29Ibld.. p. 192. 

Roberts, Oliver Wlswell. p, 105. 
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mention how long Oliver has been away, Oliver*s history# 

Civil war America* Th§> First Pour I ears, startles the 

reader who has been captivated by the action and has over** 

looked the ©lapsing time. Roberts occasionally reveals how 

long a certain experience takes and then dramatizes examples 

of what occurs during that period* when Oliver insists on 

leaving England to fight the rebels, Benjamin Thompson sug-

gests that he write a history of the war instead, promising 

that when Oliver can be of real use in America, he will have 

the opportunity to go* Oliver recalls, "That was the bargain 

Thompson made with me, and three long years were to pass be-

fore he kept it.*31 In the next few chapters, the reader sees 

Oliver writing part of his book and hearing news from America, 

By relegating time to a subordinate position, Roberts focuses 

on action and maintains suspense. 

To keep the reader Interested In a story whose outcome 

is well known requires a careful handling of foreshadowing* 

Usually the hints of forthcoming events deal with Oliver's 

personal relationships rather than with battles. When he 

first meets a character, his impressions often suggest some 

future action about which the reader becomes curiousI 

Poor, unfortunate, honest Charles Stedman! How little 
I thought, when first I saw his oandid, worried eyes 
peering up anxiously, as If to see into the minds of 
all those hungry men and women that shuffled past his 
desk—how little I thought that he and I would ever 
stand shoulder to shoulder to fight dishonesty and 
cruelty, as well as a common foe#32 

31ibld»» p. 519. 32ibid,. p. 119. 
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Again when Oliver neets John liarris Cruger and. together they 

observe a battle, he comments on Cruger*s knowledge of mili-

tary tactiosi "If ever I should be oaught more deeply in this 

war, I inevf I'd be content to fight under Cruger*s leader-

ship,*^ By concentrating on Oliver's personal fortunes and 

thus on the Loyalists, Roberts uses foreshadowing effectively 

to maintain suspense. 

In spite of the problems presented by a story with such 

a broad scope, Oliver tflawell "comprehends an era and an epic 

cycle of action."3^ Only an over-all picture of the devolution 

would be conducive to Moberts' these of the senseless waste 

of war. To Oliver, war is "a consuming fevert a period of 

delirium and insanity, of misery, disappointment, discomfort, 

anxiety, despair, weariness, boredom, brutality, death, . . ,"35 

War ohanges the individuals who are touched by it. Swell warns 

Oliver of its dangersi 

"War'8 a terrible thing, Oliver, . « , because it makes 
everybody crazy and willing to do anything at all, A 
general steals a country or a city, and a common soldier 
don't hesitate to steal anything he can get his fingers 
on. All the rebels steal from everybody, and these 
damned British not only*11 steal, but talk high and 
mighty while they're doing it, "3° 

As Bertram concludes, Oliver Wlwrell does not dwell on the 

gains which night come from the war but Instead "concentrates 

on its fatal effect on life, liberty, property, and personal 

* P* 368, 32*Nevins, p, 5, 

35fioberts, Oliver wiswell, p, 291. 

36Ibid., p. 285. 
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identity."37 Hoberts contends that regardless of who wins 

nothing Is achieved "that couldn't "be equally well accomplished 

by honest discussion between reasonable men—accomplished with-

out loss of freedom, loss of life, loss of property, loss of 

all the things men value,"38 Oliver Wlswell is an effective 

argument against war in any age. 

Because Boberts presents the Loyalist viewpoint, ha has 

been criticized for changing the nature of the American 

flevolutlon "to make it appear an inexcusable revolt by in-

ferior races against good Blasters. * . ."39 In reality, he 

merely focuses on a forgotten phase of the Revolution, Els 

thesis in Oliver Wlswell is that "in any upheaval the values 

In what is forever lost must be balanced against whatever Is 

gained,ml*0 A reader cannot deny the high caliber of the 

Loyalists driven from the colonies. What contributions they 

might have made were lost to the United States when respon-

sible leadership was imperative. The important consideration 

Is not that Oliver Wlawell may contain misinterpretations of 

the Revolution, but that unfortunately It contains too much 

truth. 

As a novel Oliver Wlawell does not equal Northwest 

in unified plot structure nor in character study. It does, 

3?BertrajE# p, 151. 

3%oberts, Oliver Wl swell, p. kjk, 

39charles Willis Thompson, "Debunking Our devolution," 
Catholic World. CLII (February, 19^1), 532, 

^Bertram, p. 1^3. 
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howeveri arouse an Intense Indignation at injustice and in-

tolerance, .Roberts combines characterization of historical 

figures, sustained suspense, and condemnation of war to pro-

duce a novel which clearly strengthens the author * s position 

as a major American novelist. 



CHArTEE IV 

ESGAr'K FM014 C0NSXSXB8CX 

Lvdla Bailey (19%?) Is, in several respects, a companion 

to Oliver W1swell* Albion Hamlin, the narrator, Is a de-

scendant of Loyalists, and like Oliver, he wishes only to be 

allowed to pursue his own interests. Soon, however, he be-

comes concerned with national integrity* Els questions about 

the nature of the United States government and the kind of 

men who represent this government are reminiscent of Oliver's' 

uncertainty about a nation born of civil war. In a sense, 

Lydia Bailey records the progress of the nation founded in 

Oliver Wlswell. This novel describes the Federalist admin-

istration of John Mams (1796-1800), the French spoliation 

claims (1797-1804), the battle of the Negroes against the 

French in Haiti (1794-180%), and the conflict with the Barbary 

Pirates (1801-1805). As in Oliver Wlsweil. Roberts covers 

several years of United States history and moves his charac-

ters to different countries. Again, however, he demonstrates 

that he is primarily a novelist who manages historical mate-

rial to serve his fictional purpose. In. Lydla Bailey, more 

than in any other of Roberts* works, a reader must understand 

the over-all plan to comprehend the significance of each Incident J 

78 
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I'm not over-enthusiastic about "books that teaoh 
or preach, but I may as well admit in the beginning that 
my primary reason for writing this book was to teaoh a® 
many as possible of those who eoae after a© how much 
hell and ruin are inevitably brought on innocent people 
and innocent countries by aen who make a virtue of con-
sistency#! 

Albion's experiences with "consistent1* sen take him from the 

United States to Haiti, Prance, and Tripoli. 

Trained as a lawyer but really interested in agriculture, 

Albion Hamlin manages his uncle's farm in Gorham, Main®# When 

Thomas Bailey, editor of the Portland Independent Argus, is 

tried under the Alien and Sedition Acts, Albion replaces his 

ailing uncle as defense attorney. Because Albion*a summation 

speech provokes the prejudiced Judge Chase and the biased Jury, 

both Albion and Bailey are Imprisoned. After Bailey's death 

the next day, his niece, Harriet Faulkner, helps Albion to es-

cape so that he can recover her shares In a cargo seized by 

French officials in Haiti. To obtain the documents necessary 

to his ©as®, Albion travels to Washington# There he meets 

Colonel Tobias Lear, formerly George Washington * s secretary 

and now an expert on the French spoliation claims. Lear care-

fully avoids supplying Albion with any specific information. 

Disgusted with politicians and their persistent fear of stale** 

ing a decision, Albion goes to Philadelphia to consult with 

Frenchmen who might have been in Haiti when American ships 

were confiscated. For a year, h® lives with William Bartram, 

experimenting in Bartram*s Gardens, where the French refugees 

^Kenneth Hoberts, Lydla Bailey (New York, 194?), p. 1. 
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gather, Through his French acquaintances, Albion learns 

that Lydia Bailey, Thomas Bailey*s real heir, is not dead as 

Harriet Faulkner pretends. Since Albion had been fascinated 

by Lydia*s portrait when he first visited her unole, he now 

accuses Harriet of fraud and sails for Haiti to find Lydia# 

In Haiti, Albion sees Negro generals who have success-

fully revolted against the French and meets the gigantic King 

Dick, Impressed because Albion wants no reward for recovering 

a package of pearls, King Dick agrees to guide him to Jfort au 

Prince. There Albion informs Lydia of the Impending danger 

when French troops attempt to retake the Island, but she sug-

gests an even greater threat» the French plan to use Haiti as 

a base from which to attack the United States. vSince she re-

fuses to leave, Albion and King Dick return to Gap Francois, 

where they assist In evacuating the city, Toussalnt L*Guverture, 

the Negro leader who has organized his people into a free 

society, orders the city burned rather than let the French 

take it. Tobias Lear, American consul in Haiti, advises 

Toussalnt to avoid war, Albion, in contrast, defends the 

Negroes* use of violencei 

•Xou're arguing that If the Haitians themselves abstain 
from destruction, there won't b® any destruction. The 
exact opposite is true, People who maic© war in order 
to ©soap® slavery may possibly win, » » . This will doubt-
less mean death and suffering for thousands, as you imply. 
But people who tamely allow slavery to be Imposed on 
them without resorting to a defensive war are inevitably 
doomed to years of death and suffering—and far more of 
each than any war would bring to them."2 

2Ibid., pp. 11*8-1^9. 
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Under Toussaint's protection, Albion returns to .Lydia Just 

in time to save her and her French employer from their Negro 

servants. After dyeing their skin with berries, the group 

seek safety with Dessalines, Toussaint's most daring general. 

MA Negro like a gigantic toad painted black and highly polished*n 

Dessalines forces Albion to serve as secretary while Lydia 

Joins the general8s wife.3 To delay the French while Toussairit 

raises more troops, Dessalines fortifies an indefensible fort 

and then slips out, leaving his subordinates to survive as 

best they can. King Diok and Albion discover the general's 

plans and insist on accompanying him. 

To escape Dessalines* vengeance, Albion and King Dick 

pass through the French army by bribing an officer. In Cap 

Francois, Lear arranges their passage to Franc® with Captain 

Lee, an American whose looting has embarrassed Lear. After 

Lydia and Albion are married, they plan to escort Lydia*s em-

ployer to France and then to visit King Dick's home in North 

Africa. Angry because Lear has insisted that ownership of 

Lee's ship be transferred to King Dick's name, Lee plots with 

Murad Hais, a Scotchman acting as admiral for Tripoli. Since 

the Bashaw of Tripoli has declared war on the United States, 

Murad Hais feels Justified in stopping the ship and forcing 

both Lydia and Albion to sign an agreement that if either at-

tempts to escape, the other will be sold to a slave caravan. 

3Ibid., p. 190. 
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In Tripoli, Lydia becomes governess for the three chil-

dren of Hamlet Karamanll, exiled brother of the ruling Bashaw. 

Albion cultivates the gardens of fturad fial3. For two years, 

Lydia secretly sends Albion letters describing how the Bashaw 

demands payments from the United States in return for pro-

tection for American ships. Since the United States Navy is 

cruising in the Mediterranean, Albion cannot -understand their 

failure to attack* 

Joseph Bounds in Gibraltar had said that the American 
Navy in the Mediterranean was led by fools and worse* 
and I had been shocked and unbelieving. let there were 
American frigates in the Mediterraneani I had even seen 
one of them, The blackballing, fratricidal Bashaw of 
this , , • town had got away with declaring war on the 
United States, and seizing American ships, without having 
one of those Aizierioan frigates sail into Tripoli harbor 
and knock that Castle of Joseph iiaramanll Into a cooked 
hat! Something certainly was wrong with the United 
States NavyI^ 

Finally Captain Balnbridge sails his frigate, the Philadelphia* 

Into the Tripoli harbor, but after the ship is grounded on a 

reef, the three hundred aboard surrender without a fight. 

When the Bashaw demands ransom, the officers write the Secretary 

of the Navy asking for aid, but they Insist that the men will 

be cared for by the Tripolitan government, Lydia describes 

such oarei 

The treatment of the men from the Philadelphia . . . 
Is Inhuman. They sleep in a dark powder magazine on a 
damp earth floor covered with sharp pebbles. All their 
clothes, except the shirts and trousers they stand in, 
have been stolen. For food they have small blacK bar-
ley loaves full of straws and chaff. They are made to 
do the hardest sort of work, and those who hesitate 

4Ibid., p. 31^. 
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because of unwillingness or of failure to understand aye 
brutally beaten. On the streets they are frequently spat 
upon and stoned.5 

When Commodore rreble assumes command of the American lavy in 

the Mediterranean, King Dloic appears in Tripoli with a plan 

for Albion*s esoape. knowing that Preble will bombard the 

oltj"* King Dick destroys Albion's hut and leaves a mangled 

body amid the wreokage . 

In order to free Ly dla, Albion trains with lilng Dick's 

blaok Arabs In preparation for General William baton's cam-

paign to restore Hamlet Karamanli to the throne* Guaranteed 

money, supplies, and United States Marines, Eaton receives 

insufficient amounts of each, Only by promising loot when 

Tripoli falls can he persuade Arab sheiks to fight with him. 

Although baton's forces capture Derna and are ready to take 

Tripoli, Tobias Lear thwarts plans for a military victory. 

As secretary to the ailing Commodore Barron and representa-

tive of the American government, Lear makes peace with Joseph 

Karamanli for sixty thousand dollars. The peace includes no 

provision for the safety of Hamlet iiaraaianli * s wife and chil-

dren or for the Arabs who supported him. Instead Hamlet must 

leave Africa forever. Having recognized that the United States 

will do nothing to rescue Lydia, Jiing Dick has entered Tripoli 

and forcibly taken her from Captain Lee, who has purchased her 

from the Bashaw. After King Dick's Arabs return home, Albion 

5Ibld.. p. 328. 
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and Lydla settle In .Prance. In concluding his book, Albion 

ponders his experiences with consistent sens 

Boston and Washington, Haiti and Africa, all of 
those blunderlngs and failures . • * seem dim and far 
away . . . life® the confused Jumble of a dark fantastic 
dream, * . . Why should Justioe Samuel Chase have forced 
his country to bring impeachment proceedings against 
hla? Why should Bonaparte have had to imprison Toussaint, 
starve him, freeze him, and destroy him j then spend his 
own last days in an island prison? Why should William 
Baton have had to drink himself to death? Why should 
Tobias Lear have had to put a bullet through his brain?® 

Albion can do nothing but question; he has no answers. 

Even though fioberts clearly indicates his reason for 

linking the events in Mdla Bailey, the novel has a weak plot 

structure because the narrator's involvement seems unreal* 

For Albion Hamlin to replace his uncle as Thomas Bailey's at-

torney appears reasonable, However, from this point on, the 

reader feels the author's presence as a motivating force» 

Albion thinks he is in love with Harriet Faulkner, but he oan 

never forget Juydla Bailey, whom he has seen only in a portrait * 

When he learns by chance that she Is alive, he immediately 

dismisses Harriet from his thoughts and hurries to Haiti* Here 

within fourteen days he finds lydla, becomes a special friend 

of the influential King Dick, gains the personal protection 

of Toussalnt, and serves as Dessalines' secretary. He sails 

to Prance but Is betrayed by Captain Lee, After two years of 

captivity, Albion escapes and Joins General Saton * s forces. 

When Lear negotiates peace, Albion and Lydla return to France. 

6Ibid., p. 48?. 
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The rapidity of these episodes gives the reader a feeling of 

disbelief. In addition, as suggested la an unsigned review 

in the Atlantic* Monthly* Hoberts does not firstly Integrate 

the two halves of the work* 

"His novels, ©Ten the best of them, have a tendency to 
sprawl, and In this case , . . there are a beginning, 
a middle, and an end, and then without pause for breath, 
another beginning and middle and end. It adds up to 
too much. . « »*/ 

Lvdla Balle.y is Hoberts* most loosely constructed novel. 

Although Edward Wagenknecht proposes that this work is 

more romantic than any of Hoberts* other novels, it Is still 

based on fact and contains numerous historical figures.® As 

in previous novels, characterization reinforces the themes. 

Tobias Lear represents the "consistent* men who believe war 

should be avoided at all costs. In Haiti, he discourages any 

resistance to French rule. Later in halta, Lear accepts peace 

with the Bashaw of Tripoli, ignoring the rightful claim of 

Hamlet Kara&anli and the efforts of General Eaton. In each 

instance Lear places his own importance above justice. In 

contrast, Dessalines prefers war to peace. He embodies loberts* 

two-fold concept of war. A brilliant military strategist, 

Dessallnes is an unflinchingly brutal mans 

To be accurate, he was more like a mink, which is 
unspeakably cruel, unpredictably vicious, possessed of 

7"Hell in Haiti," Atlantic Monthly. CLXXIX (February, 19 W , 
130. 

®£dward WagenJfcneoht, Cavalcade of the American Novel (New 
lor*, 1952), p. 432. ^ ' 
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amazing powers of endurance, wary In the highest degree, 
and capable of traveling vast distances and appearing 
where nobody would ever expect It to a^ear. Xt will 
go into a duck pond in broad daylight to gaiabol kitten-
like before the fascinated gaze of a hundred duoi£S» only to 
return stealthily in the dark and out the throats of all 
those ducks for the mere pleasure of killing—and, in a 
small way, this is Just the sort of thing that seemed 
second nature to Dessalines.9 

As leader of the Negroes, Tousaaint recognizes the necessity 

of Dessalinesr fighting ability, but he also abhors the mas-

sacre of hundreds of helpless prisoners, Dessalines trusts 

no onei Toussaint trusts too many. Because he desires peace, 

he wants to believe the frenon promises. They, in turn, 

"'coaxed him aboard a warship under a flag of truce, chained 

him up, took him to France, threw him in a mountain dungeon, 

and froze hid to death. ,M10 Another man betrayed by siiiall 

consistent men is General ha ton. a man of vision and energy, 

fiaton sees his plan undermined by Lear9s persistent opposition 

to war. These four principal historical figures exemplify 

Koberts* use of characterization to intensify his themes. 

Two features distinguish the fictional characters in 

I»ydla Bailey from those in Robert a' other novels. Albion 

Hamlin resembles the other narrators with one exceptioni 

"More than Merrill and Wlswell were ever able to do, he has 

Identified himself with America and felt implicated in its 

shortcomings.*11 During the trial of Thomas Bailey, Albion 

9rtoberts, Lydia Bailey, p. 19^, IQlbld., p. 

llWartln Bertram, "The Novels of America's rast," unpub-
lished doctoral dissertation, School of Arts and Sciences, 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1933, P# 156. 
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calls the Allen and Sedition Acts H*an experiment on the 

American mind—an experlaent to find out whether you'll suf-

fer In silence an avowed violation of the Constitution. '"12. 

A man who strongly supports freedom, he also expects the 

nation to strengthen democracy by fulfilling its promises. 

Events in Washington and Tripoli cause him. to question the 

national integrity of the United StatesI 

Joseph Karam&nli had insulted America and declared war 
on her, which was something that Americans could never 
forgive, Their country*s honor was at stake, and be-
cause of this they had promised help to Hamlet# ao they 
couldn't possibly go back on their word, 

Late that night, however, the French Spoliation 
Claims crawled unbidden froa a corner of ay braini and 
I perspired . . . at the memory of how Benjamin Franklin 
had promised aid to Prance in return for France*s help, 
how he signed a treaty, « » , and how America had then 
refused to carry out its part of the agreement.13 

Albion serves as a conscience for the United States# 

In JUyd.la .Bailey, iioberts focuses on a female character 

more than in any previous worki however, Lydia seems rarely 

more alive than her portrait. When Albion first sees her, he 

knows "she would have remained always young in mind and spirit,**1^ 

Throughout the novel, Lydla's youth and serenity make her "be-

loved by her pupils, She also has a calming influence on 

Albion* During their ordeal in Haiti and their enslavement 

in Tripoli, she reassures him of their future together. The 

Information she supplies General Eaton is "never wrong«n15 

1 Kenneth Iioberts, Lydia Bailey, p, 34, 

1 3 x m . . p,-. 370-371. "aaa.. p. 23. 
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Her kindness endears her to Negroes and Arabs alike.* In 

short, Lydla Is too perfect. However, the recollection that 

she appears through the eyes of a devoted husband makes her 

acceptable to the reader. 

Although Lydla Bailey is outstanding neither in plot 

structure nor characterization* it deserves recognition for 

its theme development* Ernest Leisy dismisses the novel as 

"the stuff that sells, but doesn't s u r v i v e . W h a t this 

critic overlooks is Roberts* comment about the position of • 

an individual and a nation in a world often controlled by 

consistent men and his statements about the problems for 

which war becomes a necessary but brutal solution. The rele-

vance of these themes to current conditions cannot be ignored. 

Albion battles against consistency, "by which he means 

the foolish consistency of ignorant men who refuse to modify 

their plans in the light of truth."17 His condemnation of 

such men could be a commentary on present world affairs. 

All the . , • villains whom I met . . . in the events 
I*a about to set down were consistent men--unimaginative 
men who consistently believed in war as a means of set-
tling disputes between nationst equally misguided men 
who consistently believed that war must be avoided at 
all hazards, no matter what the provocation! , , , short-
sighted men who consistently refused to see that the 
welfare of their own nation was dependent upon the wel-
fare of every other nation> ignorant men who consistently 
thought that the policies of their own government should 
be supported and followed, whether those policies were 
right or wrongi dangerous men who consistently thought 

l6Emest K. Leisy, Thg American Historical Hovel (Norman, 
Oklahoma, 1950)# P. 236, 

^Bertram, p. 154. 
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that all people with "black skins are Inferior to those 
with white' skinst intolerant men who consistently be-
lieved that all people with white skins should "be,forced 
to accept all people with black skins as equal a..^ 

This statement sets the pattern for the novel as Hoberte il-

lustrates and examines each kind of consistent man. Albion 

himself is at first determined to be firs in his avoidance 

of politics, but he recognizes the danger of his own con-

sistency* He realizes that "for the consistency of a few, 

hundreds suffer# » « .wl9 To Albion, politicians are always 

consistent—"always descend to sheer wanton brutality, flavored 

with idiocy, when they're threatened with loss of position or 

loss of power."20 Since such men invariably become the rep-

resentatives of a nation, he contemplates the nature of the 

United States government! 

But I remembered how many cowards held high office in 
Washington, withholding help from those who most needed 
it, wasting untold wealth on useless ventures, and sending 

nincompoops to ruin the work of abler men.21 

After his experiences with Tobias Lear, Albion predicts that 

"any nation that cannot or will not avoid the dreadful pit-

falls of consistency will be one with the dead empires whose 

crumbling monuments studded our battlegrounds in Haiti and in 

Africa."22 in his attempt to play some part in ridding the 

world of this evil, he experiences the frustration of any in-

dividual confronting a world of consistency, 

1 A xwBoberts, Lydla Bailey, p, 1. 

19lbld.. p. 251. 20ibid.» PP. 24-25. 

Z1ibia.. P. 336. P. 1. 
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A corollary to .Roberts' discussion of consistency is his 

observation about war. In the earlier novels, narrators 

avoided violence and condemned its use, arguing that wars 

accomplished nothing that peaceful negotiations could not 

procure, LMla Bailey, however* suggests that there are oc-

casions when men must fight to prevent greater suffering*. 

In Haiti, Albion insists that the Negroes must defend their 

freedom. In North Africa, he realizes that an exhibition of 

military power can produce a just peace instead of the shame-

ful one Lear accepts. 

If Preble had ordered two vessels straight into Tripoli 
harbor to burn and sink the frigate so disgracefully 
abandoned, it must be that he, like Eaton, understood 
that such a robber state as Tripoli, governed by robbers, 
must never be bribed or argued into keeping the peace, 
but must be made to do so—by force, if necessary,23 

Even though Roberts shows the necessity of wars, at the same 

time he demonstrates the cruelties of such conflicts. What 

he left to the reader * s imagination in other novels, he pic-

tures graphically in Lr&la Bailey. War is no longer an artt 

"it largely consists in outwitting people, robbing widows and 

orphans, and inflicting suffering on the helpless for one's 

own ends, . . Albion watches when Oessalines* forces 

butcher four hundred white prisoners! "Those helpless pris-

oners crawled on hands and knees to squirm beneath others who 

crawled helplessly, seeking cover where there was none,"^5 

In retaliation, the French slaughter seven hundred Negroes, 

P» 339. 2^Ibid., p. 206. 25lbld.. p . 22?, 
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Through Albion's attraction, and repulsion to war, Roberts 

focuses on his theme of the necessity but brutality of war. 

In the scope of Roberts* fiction, Lydla Bailey ranks 

as a minor work because of its technical weaknesses. How-

ever, no other novel creates "so strong an impression of the 

intolerable mystery and burden of existence,"^ Other nar-

rators survive their encounters with chaos and return home 

to Maine, Albion Hamlin, in contrast, must find his peace 

outside the United States, where consistency still reigns. 

Earlier novels ended with a note of hope for the future— 

Lydla Bailey concludes with a glance at the past and a 

questioni 

Why must so many men be what they consistently are— 
condoners of injustice or the victims of it, doomed 
to soured souls, never-ending rancor, and the need-
less bitterness and sickening burdens of an unintel-
ligible world?27 

Because Roberts could be describing the universal plignt of 

man in any age, Lydla Bailey merits recognition. 

^Bertram, p. l60. 

2?Roberts, Lydla Bailey, p. 488. 
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©IB SEA AS A BATTLEGROUND 

Although published early in Roberts' writing career, The 

Lively LacL.v (1931) and Captain Caution (193*0 depict a later 

historioal period than his other novels. In these two works, 

Roberts demonstrates again that historioal fact alone is not 

sufficient material for fiotlon, since recorded history omits 

the BIntimate personal things* which give vitality to lifeless 

data*3* Consequently, h© captures the spirit of the times "by 

focusing on individuals and the details of life which mean so 

muoh to them. Bichard Nason in The Lively Lady emphasizes 

this approach to the War of 18121 

let there is more curiosity among Arundel folk con-
cerning the small things of life than concerning events 
commonly called great mid romantic 1 and they are less 
interested in knowing how wars are won than in hearing 
how soup is cooked by the French and the English* , • , 

Therefore I shall put into this tale the small 
things that happened to me on the high seas and In various 
ports of this and other countries, and within the cruel 
bell-topped walls of Dartmoor Prison during our struggle 
with England•s ships in the War of the Impressments 

To Nason and Daniel Marvin of Cautaln Cautlop. the War of 1812 

^-Herbert Butterfield, The Historical Novel (Cambridge, 
England, 1924), p« 21, 

^Kenneth Roberts, The Lively Lad.y (Garden City, New York, 
1938), p. 1. 
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Is a personal war in which they fight the English to avenge 

wrongs done to them as Individuals. 

In. The Lively Lady. Richard Mason, returning to his home 

in Arundel, Maine, encounters Sir Arthur iiansome and his young 

wife, a "lady In green."3 Finding everything In America dis-

tasteful, Sir Arthur particularly dislikes hichard, who is 

obviously fascinated by Lady iiansome. During the iiansomes• 

visit, liichard's mother receives word that Congress has placed 

an embargo on American shipping "In anticipation of war with 

England and » * . designed to prevent American ships and 

seamen froia falling Into the hands of the enemy* In 

spite of his mother's arguments, Hichard decides to sail be-

fore the embargo becomes effective. 

One day out of port, Hichard*® Neutrality is overtaken 

by a British sloop, the Gordon. Over his violent objections, 

he and two of his crew are impressed. With other prisoners, 

they are flogged and cruelly mistreated. Finally in Halifax 

harbor, K1 chard slips overboard and persuades another halne 

captain to help him and his friends return home. 

Infuriated by the English disregard of his personal 

rights, HIchard outfits a privateer, calls it the Lively 

paints it green. Embarrassed because his mother 

associates the ship's name and color with Lady Eansome, 

Riohard insists that he is intent on harrying the British, 

At his mother* s suggestion, he plans to "* head out across 

» P. 8. ^Ibld.. p. 48. 
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the Gulf Stream and bear south to the sugar trade route,*" 

where he hopes to find unguarded British transports,5 After 

encountering an American ship smuggling supplies to the 

British army in Canada and a British ship disguised 'under 

the Spanish flag* Hichard meets Thomas Boyle of Baltimore, 

captain of the schooner Comet« Together# they harass a 

British convoy and capture a fortune in cargo* Aboard on® 

of the prizes are Lady Bansowe's brother and sister-in-law 

as well as Annie, a servant who had accompanied the Hansoiaes 

to Arundel. From her, Hiohard learns that Sir Arthur has 

been upset by the loss of a small portrait of Lady Jiansoae, 

which Richard has found in his trunk* 

M. . , He's a devilt He's forever peering and pryingI 
He kept at m'lady and kept at her about it, and kept 
at her to get rid of ma and get somebody who could be 
trusted not to lose valuable things, and at last he 

said I'd have to go,w° 

When Annie suggests that Lady Hansom© wants to see Hiehard 

again, he decides that Mit would be well if I did what I 

could to see that this war of ours was as short as I could 

help to make it,"? 

Bichard's privateering proves so successful that his 

crew want a larger vessel in order to oapture even more 

valuable prizes. When they burn the ship, fiichard christens 

a new Lively Lady. Aboard the first prize are Sir Arthur 

and Lady Ransome returning from the West Indies. However, 

P* 99. 6Ibid., p. 130. 

7Ibid, t p,132< 
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before Richard can put them safely ashore, the British cap-

ture the Lively Lady and send her officers and crew, to Dartmoor 

Prison. 

As a prisoner, Richard meets King Diok, a huge Negro 

who maintains order# Under his direction, Hichard and his 

first mate, Jeddy Tucker, learn French. When fin&land makes 

peace with France and the French prisoners in Dartmoor are 

released, Richard and Jeddy go also* Aware that their dis-

guises are known, they go to Exeteiv where Lady Ransome lives.-

As she and Richard talk, 3ir Arthur appears and forces Kichard 

to return to Dartmoor j Lady fiansome faces charges of treason 

for aiding an escaped prisoner. 

As punishment for his attempted escape, Riohard is con-

fined in the Cachot, a small room without light and with only 

two small air vents. After seven months, King Dick aids in 

filchard's escape from the Cachot, although still he must con-

ceal himself among the other prisoners. Finally the war ends, 

but the Americans cannot be freed because there are no ships 

to carry them home. Lady Bansome•s brother obtains Hlohard's 

release and informs him that Emily fiansoae has left England 

with a male companion. Healizing that this companion must 

be J eddy Tuoker, .Richard sails to France, where he has left 

part of his crew and where he is reunited with aully Hansom©t 

Daniel Karvln of Captain Caution also has a personal 

war with England. Sailing as first mate on the Olive Branch, 

h® surrenders the ship to a British brig when Captain Doraian 
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la killed by an exploding gun. Corunna, the Captain's daughter, 

considers Daniel a coward and refuses to speaic with' him as 

they are taken aboard the enemy Teasel, Imprisoned In the 

hols, Daniel meets Lucien Argandeau and i.ur»an Slade. when 

the brig is attached, the prisoners overpower their .English 

captors, using weapons smuggled to them by Corunna. Still 

angry with Daniel, she plans to sail the ftllvg Branch to 

France« For his supposed cowardice, Daniel receives an in-

ferior rank while the ingratiating Slade becomes first mate. 

Determined to prove to Daniel that a woman can control a ship, 

Corunna serves as captain. 

In spite of Argandeau*s advice about the way to handle 

women, Daniel bluntly tells Corunna that only a miracle can 

save the ship under her command. Consequently, she does not 

consult him before sending Slade ashore in Morlaix. However, 

Instead of purchasing a privateer, Slade arranges to sail to 

rlymouth, England, where he offers the Olive Branch in return 

for one-half of the condemnation value. As an extra pre-

caution, he also demands that the crew be placed aboard a 

British prison ship. 

While waiting for Slade to return, Corunna goes ashore 

to arrange the unloading of the oargo. Bribed by Slade* 

French officials delay until a British vessel slips into the 

harbor and captures the Olive Branch. Unaware of Slade * s 

betrayal, Corunna believes his story that Daniel once again 
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preferred surrender to battle, Aoceptlng 31ade*s promise 

' to obtain a ship for her, Corunna travels to Pari3 with Mm* 

In the hold of the British prison ship, Daniel can think 

only of Corunna, "left penniless and friendless In France 

with no person to whom to turn save Slade himself."® Captain 

Newton, one of the prisoners, suggests a plan. Slnoe the 

men take turns escaping, he persuades the other prisoners 

to let Daniel be next, on the condition that he defeat Little 

White, a giant Negro who fights prisoners for the officers* 

amusement, By outwitting his opponent, Daniel wins the right 

to escape and to ask Newton and Argandeau to accompany him. 

With money Daniel has won in the fight, they secure passage 

to Morlaix only to discover that Slade and Corunna have gone 

to England * 

To pursue Slade, Daniel seeks the aid of Maurice Talleyrand, 

who once visited Daniel#s father and owed him eleven dollars. 

Although Talleyrand leaves for Paris without providing a com-

mission as a privateer, his niece intercedes and promises to 

help If Daniel will devise a system that will keep her from 

losing money playing roulette. In return, she obtains his 

commission and invests in a ship. Learning that Slade will 

soon sail from Dublin, Daniel moves to Intercept him. By 

disguising his vessel as a slow, damaged ship, he lures Slade 

away from his British escort. Since Slade now holds a British 

%©nneth Roberts, Captain Caution (Garden City, New Xork, 
193°)• P* 1*H. 
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commission, he fires on the Americans, but Daniel's ship and 

crew prove superior* Mow aware of Slade*s treachery, Corunna 

is still too proud to ask Daniel for protection. Instead, 

her maid and companion, Vlctorlne, insists that Corunna does 

not wish to stay aboard Slade*s ship. After returning to 

his vessel, Daniel wonders how to approach Corunna, Arg&ndeau, 

always the ladies* man, suggests simply, "'Tell her you've 

been wrong. *"9 iohen Daniel stammers his confession, Corunna 

tenderly accepts his apology, 

Neither of these novels measures up to Boberts* other 

works, Herbert Faulkner west calls The Lively Lady and 

Captain Caution the "products of a lot of historical material 

he had left over** from research for Arundel and Babble in Arias,10 

Whatever the reason, Roberts * fictional technique in these 

novels is inferior to his other efforts, &ach book appears 

to be a string of rapid adventures for which the reader can-

not discover an over-all pattern. Unlike Roberts* other 

fiction, The Lively Lady and Captain Caution encourage the 

reader to ask merely "What happens next ?** without the quali-

fying "*hat does it mean?" When he wrote these books, iioberts 

had not yet mastered foreshadowing or moving from one epi-

sode to anotherj consequently, the narrative often seams 

choppy, ani the reader must frequently rely on printing devices 

9Ibid.. p. 308. 

10Herbert Faulkner *est, "The Wor^s of Kenneth Hoberts," 
;, VI (September, 1962), 9S» 
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such as asterisks to Indicate the passage of time or a switch 

1B subject. In Captain Caution especially, Roberts seems 

to feel obliged to account for every day In certain parts 

of the book but than omits any mention of entire weeks with-

out regard for importance of events described. The result 

Is that he does not handle time as effectively as in Oliver 

W'l swell. 

Another feature of plot development which seems less 

effective is the third person narration in Captain Caution« 

Departing frora his customary first person point of view, 

Roberts uses an omniscient author to relate the events in 

Daniel Barvln's life. As a result, the author's description 

of Marvin's thoughts seems unnatural, Suspense also suffers 

from this angle of narration. Of the three episodes which 

are completely outside Marvin's consciousness, two reflect 

Corurma's viewpoint, and a third gives Slade•s version of 

his betrayal. In each case the mystery would be intensified 

and the suspense heightened If Daniel were only to guess 

what happens. The reader would be more moved by what Baniel 

imagines than by the explicit account. The third person 

narration detracts from the reader's involvecent with the 

protagonist. 

In The Lively Lady and Captain Caution, characterization, 

becomes less inportant than action. Figures are important 

only as they contribute to the plot. In Captain Caution, 

for example, Matthew Newton aides in Daniel ^arvin's escape 
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but then practically disappears frois the novel i he never seems 

to be a real person, The method of characterization is basi-

cally the ease as In other novelsi the narrator or author 

classifies characters according to a first Impression. For 

instance, Richard Mason contrasts Lady Hansoms and her servant* 

One was an oldish woman, pleasant enough looking, 
but with an air of grayness about her, as if she had 
worn nothing but gray all her life and busied herself 
in colorless pursuits. The other was young and the 
opposite of her companion in appearance, for she had 
the look of never having worn gray and of never having 
done anything that didn't give her pleasure.11 

Characterization of the few historical figures is also rele-

gated to a minor position, Maurice Talleyrand and the other 

characters patterned after real people described in accounts 

of the War of 1812 merely anchor the stories to a certain 

periodt they have little significance as individuals. 

In ftoberts* other novels the interdependence of charac-

terization and theme, development strengthens both fictional 

elements j however, in The Lively Lady and Captain Caution 

the relative lack of well-developed themes diminishes the 

Impact of characterisation, One theme which is only implied 

in the novels is the unification of the United States, Captain 

Boyle describes the processi 

"Before we fought England this second time we were not 
a nation, ¥© were a few millions of individuals, 
scattered into arguing, backbiting groups—towns and 
communities and separated jealous statesi every man 
for his own sectionf every section for Itself. Now 
your Jeddy Tucker fights for the good name of an American 

Roberts, Ml$3X M&r, P. 5. 
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hero because he can boar no tarnish put uron a national 
brightness i and that spirit is everyî iiere among us, be-
cause re've found out that we're America, Not many men 
know "better than you what suffering the war has brought# 
Captain Mason? but history must say It has done a great 
task, and that Dartmoor was worth the price. We*re a 
nation at last,*12 

As a corollary to the growth of national pride, Hoberts em-

phasizes the patriotism of Maine sen# In Trending Into Maine, 

he expresses the admiration suggested in The Lively Lady and 

Captain Caution; 

1 particularly like the way her citizens have oast their 
votes for lost causes which they knew to be right and 
have only smiled a wintry smile at the Jeers of the mis-
guided millions on the bandwagon| the way they refuse 
to admit that to be in the minority is to be wrong,13 

This independent spirit permeates both novels and contributes 

to Roberts* vivid recreation of the war of 1812. 

Although as works of art, tghe Llvel.v Laxly and Captain 

Caution have major defects, they excel in maintaining the 

"•illusion of the p a s t ! A s Herbert 3utterfield notes, 

historical fiction must transform facts into a picture, If 

history is not to be "a mere post-mortem examination."15 In 

The Livel.y Lady and Captain Caution Bcberts succeeds in re-

capturing the moment rather than estimating the historical 

P. 5 

12Ibld.. p. 365. 

l3itann®th Hobsrts, Trending Into Maine (Boston, 1938), 
* 

1,4Joim Ira Hitch, "From history to Fictions Kenneth 
Roberts as an Historical Novelist," unpublished doctoral 
dissertation, Sohool of Arts and Sciences, University of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, 1965> P. 213. 

15Butterfi®ld, p. 23. 
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significance or universal meaning, of any one event. Lion 

Fouchtwander in The House of Deadeitorxa summarizes this quality 

of Roberts * novels? 

I know no more ^rofouad or happy experience than when 
great imaginative writing enables me to participate 
in the life of men dead and gone# when, their thoughts 
become say thoughts and their problems mine to such an 
extent that 1 relive their complex emotions, and their 
time and our time merge la a single oonoourse.*® 

Although minor parts of Boberts* fiction# Lively Lady 

and Captain Caution are important because they enable the 

reader to relive the experience of the War of 1812, ©f all 

his novels# only these two should be limited to the classi-

fication of historical fiction* 

loLion Feuchtwanger, Mouse of Desdeiaona. translated 
by Howard A» Basilius (Detroit, 1963)7 P* 20. 
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TBUTH fHfiOOGl FICTION 

An examination of these novels clearly demonstrates that 

Kenneth Roberts has made a lasting contribution to American 

literature# Long recognized for his vivid recreation of 

historical periods and events, he has been classified as a 

writer of historical fiction, a label which minimizes his 

artistic talent• However, a reevaluation of his works with 

regard to fictional technique establishes the author's 

position as a significant novelist. 

Foremost among the merits of Hoberts* fiotion Is his 

emphasis on an interesting plot dramatized by vigorous char-

acters. C. E» Montague observes that "the better-bred writer 

begins and goes on in the faith that this is a free country 

where no adult need read a line that he feels to be dull."* 

Consequently, Roberts * readers experience a sense of urgenoy 

as they are drawn forward by the action* 

. . . His best talents lie in the swift narration of 
some tale of heroic exertions or resistances. Nobody 
better than h® can bring a battle, a siege, a toilsome 
maroh, a wrestle with overmastering moral and material 
forces, vividly before us. He has a fine power of 

^Charles Edward Montague, "Easy Heading, Hard minting," 
M W ' p m Slg Cenfturj.es, edited 
by William Templeman (New Xork, 196577p. 2^0. 
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visualization, an even finer faculty for enlisting the 
reader in ardors and enduranoes of some embattled "body 
of men»2 

Boberts* characters, both fictional and historical1, add to 

the excitement of M s novels. Depleting figures as they 

would seem to an ordinary man unaware of their historical 

significance, Boberts provides a refreshing approach to the 

past. His fictional characters, especially the humorous • 

figures, enliven his plots# For his readers, Roberts* novels 

are Intriguing adventures. 

Through first-person narration, the author makes his* 

tory a vital part of the suspense in his novels. Although 

his imagination may not have been extraordinary, as Kiteh 

suggests, it Is notable that out of the mass of facts Boberts 

collected should come solid novels $ "a man with no imagination 

oould have produced only the same facts and trivia at greater 

and more gruesome length.*3 Scrupulous in his adherence to 

historical fact, Boberts nevertheless comprehends that a 

reader must become so absorbed in a story that he forgets 

he is reading about actual events. 

For history remembers, like an old man who sees the 
pattern of his life for the first time} while the his-
torical novel experiences anew each vision, each paln» 

^Allan Nevlns, "Young Man in a Revolution,** Saturday 
Bevlew of Literature, XXIII (November 23, 1 9 W , 5. 

3john Ira Kltoh, "From History to Fiction* Kenneth 
Boberts as an Historical Novelist," unpublished doctoral 
dissertation, School of Arts and Sciences, University of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, 1965, p» 56. 
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and eaoh triumph, like one.too young to have learned 

any lesson from the years.^ 

Because the reader Identifies with the narrators, he too ©an 

relive historical events. 

Roberts* works cannot be restricted to the classifi-

cation of historical flotlon, however, because he goes beyond, 

merely recreating a certain periodi he presents themes of 

universal significance. For him, history represents more 

than a record of events r it is also a study of human nature* 

While examining a specific historical event, Roberts notes 

implications for all men in all times* Thus war is a bar-

baric experience regardless ©f causes or results* In any 

age men who deny change betray the men of vision. Those 

preoccupied with personal power often undermine the work of 

great men through Jealousy and pettiness. The impact of 

these themes springs from Boberts* "sincerity, a real desire 

to say something to others."5 His fiction is an effective 

method of expression because his themes grow naturally out 

of the plotsi he is never merely preaching, 

Kenneth Roberts* fictional technique, including ex-

citing plots, memorable characters, vivid portrayals of 

history, and universally significant themes, earns him a 

position as a major American novelist. However, his works 

^Arthur Bernon Tourtellot, "History and the Historical 
Novel," Saturday Bevlew of Literature. XXII (August 24, 19^0), 

^Harold k\ Scott, "Force in Writing,• On Writing Weill 
Selected Headings from Two Centuries, edited by William 
Templeman (New Xorfc, 1965), p, 198, 
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do have certain limitations, such as loose plot organization* 

little symbolism, rayid Incidents, and flat characterization. 

With neither the Imagination of Marie Twain nor the perfected 

style of Henry James, Roberts Is admittedly not a classic 

American author# trained as a journalist, he displays a 

"fidelity to observed fact, an informal and easy style, and 

a tendency for crusading*"6 In short, he is more concerned 

with what he says titan with how he says it# Consequently, 

at a time when the very nature of the United States is being 

examined, Roberts speaks to Americans, affirming that patri-

otism is not shameful while at the same time deploring the 

"consistent1* men who refuse to question any accepted insti-

tution or tradition, reason, Justice, honor—these qualities 

are sought today just as they were in the American devolution 

or during the War of 1812, and Kenneth Roberts demonstrates 

the continuum of the American, past and present. 

6Kitch, p. 33. 
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